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1 How to Use this Report
The following Technical Report contains all of the various forms of research and analysis undertaken for the completion of the
Perth County Foreign Direct Investment Strategy 2016 (the Study). It is meant to be a supplementary document that
accompanies the main report and includes components not found in the Study and the comprehensive analysis and detailed
findings behind the various forms of quantitative and qualitative research. The Technical Report is not meant to be read from
cover to cover, but rather, used as a resource to compliment the reader’s understanding of the Study. Further, it serves as a
working document that can be referenced and utilized by Perth County staff and their Partner Organizations to support ongoing
planning activities. As this is a technical document, and not designed for general use, it has not been edited to meet AODA
standards.

2 Aligning Trends and the Local Environment
The following tables highlights where the potential overlap between global trends and Perth County sector trends and
observations. These findings further validate the sector targeting and convergence process illustrated above. At later stages in
this report, a detailed examination of the agribusiness value chain identifies where particular potential in FDI and investment
attraction may exist for Perth County to leverage to its advantage.
Global Lens (trend)

Perth County
Precision Agriculture






1

The generational transition from baby boomer owners to
millennials likely to result in more rapid adoption of new
technologies
Mobile/software precision agriculture applications
(Data on cash prices and market quotes, weather, fields, pest
identification, inventory and budgets, and weeds, among others.)
Rapid growth of specialist software providers such as Trimble,
Raven, TopCon, and Outback (market leaders)
Need for data integration across the value chain (big data)







One of Canada’s most agriculturally productive regions.
Home to 2,250 census farms and 500,000 acres (205,000 ha) of
farmland
Over 90% of the county’s land remains classified as
prime agricultural land
Strong presence of businesses throughout the agriculture value
chain
Wired Telecommunications Carriers presence but no software
publishers
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Data driven applications through precision agriculture are
reshaping farming practices.- significant progress is required to
extract the maximum value from agribusiness value chain
Vertically-integrated agricultural enterprises




Sensors improving, becoming cheaper
Agricultural drones /multispectral cameras (flying over farms)









The Rise of Urban Farming: technologies/processes, advanced
greenhouse technology, hydroponics or aeroponics, need LED
Technologies

Perth County targeting freelance professionals
http://opportunityliveshere.ca/

Navigational, measuring, medical and control instruments
manufacturing also has some strength in that company class.
Electric lighting equipment manufacturing and electric equipment
manufacturing have strong indicators at the 20-49 employee
class, (LED for urban farming)

Global Lens (trend)

Perth County
Farm Automation and Machinery
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Agricultural machinery manufacturers such as John Deere
 Agricultural, construction and mining machinery manufacturing is
with FarmSight and New Holland with PLM systems, have
strong across various business size classes,
integrated precision agriculture technologies
 Strong presence of Farm Product Wholesaler-Distributors and
Farm, Lawn and Garden Machinery and Equipment WholesalerMachinery after-market adaptation has been strong in
Distributors
Ontario
An automated, factory-like farm is on the horizon with new
developments in robotics (hardware
Agricultural Science
Advances in irrigation and biotech-driven seed and crop
protection
New developments in irrigation,
GMO - “genome editing” – potentially more acceptable to
consumers
Agricultural biotechnology e.g. Microbes acting as natural
fertilizer (Microbial fertilizer) – key opportunity area




Pesticide, fertilizer and other agricultural chemical manufacturing,
but the companies are not very large (smaller than 20 employees).
High concentration of farming activity:
Other Crop Farming
Cattle Ranching and Farming
Hog and Pig Farming
Poultry and Egg Production
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(McKinsey)

Good representation of Farm Product Wholesaler-Distributors

Global Lens (trend)

Perth County
Food Processing
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 A 2009 study found that the SOMA region had a small but diverse
Naturally functional – souring naturally healthy foods for
Food Processing sector made up of only 23 active businesses.
increased quality of life (e.g. “super foods” high in specific
 LQ - Strong in animal food manufacturing, grain and oilseed milling,
vitamins that are beneficial for health, or probiotic-rich foods
dairy product manufacturing, and meat product manufacturing.
for healthy digestion)
(strongest sector)
Snackification – the shift from focusing mainly on meals as

SOMA activities are (heavily automotive) and secondarily food. Auto
times for eating to snacks (from simple to gourmet-grade)
gets most, food second, plastics is a third
Weight wellness – the products that are designed to fulfill
weight-conscious demographics
Good carbs, bad carbs - the steady rise of “good grains”,
and recognition of dangers of complex carbohydrates
Free-from - the normalization of “avoidance” (e.g. free from
hormones, free from artificial flavours, gluten free, etc.)
Sugar – the new dietary demon
Sustainable Food
Rise of niche producers
Niche product aggregation in organics, distributors: SunOpta,
Tree of Life
More ‘convenience organic’ foods
Artisan, organic, and gluten free produce is a growing
sub-set of breakfast/snack foods
Uptake of produce among mainstream grocers
Sustainable food and beverages market expected to grow
Organic sales in Canada are predicted to grow at a faster
rate than in the United States, at 9.1% from 2009 to 2014








Stratford at the culinary heart, Perth County offers authentic
culinary experience of this region with world-class chefs
Multitude of artisanal growers - heirloom tomatoes, organic greens,
garlic, bok choy, beets and carrots. Local preserves, heritage
breads and artisanal cheeses are available year-round by our local
restaurants and inns.
Abundant local produce in an agriculturally rich area
Perth County home to six farmers markets,
‘Buy Local’ initiatives in Perth County supporting the capacity for
locally produced food.
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compared to 6.7% for the U.S
Local food movement - more products being introduced into
market with local origin labels; increase in number of
farmer’s markets.

Global Lens (trend)

Perth County
Food Science: Testing/Safety Services






Support services Consistent, transparent, and science-based
frameworks for regulating food safety, reliable processes
Consumers concerned about where their food comes from,
how its production has impacted the environment, how close
the final product is to its raw ingredients, and also how its
purchase affects the income of the producers down the
product development chain
Farmers facing increasing pressure from consumers and
government to track the origin of all commodities and
products.



LQ Navigational, measuring, medical and control instruments
manufacturing also has some strength in that company class.

Sector Convergence
Packaging
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Importance of sustainable packaging to consumers with
preferences shifting towards eco-friendly packaging
Emergence of bio-based and renewable raw materials
Growing prominence of bioplastics
Adoption of green procurement policies
Opportunities for innovation in extending food shelf life and in
packaging to reduce waste downstream
Intelligent packaging technologies are emerging. Enormous





Rubber product manufacturing is competitive, with a 200-499
company, as is the case for Plastics product manufacturing (in 100199 and 200-499).
Situated in a day’s journey of 190 million consumers, over 55% of
the North American population and 60% of its polymer processing
market.
Sarnia is the Canada’s main centre for synthetic resin production
only an hour away from SOMA
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Sector Convergence
potential in agrifood industry to improve safety, quality, and
 Most other plastics related companies i.e. machinery manufacturers,
traceability of food products, and convenience for consumers
processors and materials suppliers, are all within a two hour drive.
Bioplastics identified as having ‘good’ potential in SOMA
 Access to highly skilled labour and excellent innovation landscape
strategy
close by, most notably Centre for Advanced Polymer Processing
and Design (McMaster), the Fraunhofer Composites Research
Centre (Western).
 Attractive funding levels for R&D available. (SOMA strategy)
 Linkages with food and sustainable products
 Abundant and low-cost feedstock – high concentration in farming
activity
Energy
Environmental and Renewable Energy Technology have the
Agribusiness based renewable energy
potential to cross-cut other manufacturing sectors, such as those in
Conflict between food supply and energy
Machinery
and Equipment.
Energy storage identified as having ‘good’ potential in SOMA
Links to Agribusiness through waste to energy (hog production) and
strategy but no rationale provided in terms of the Region
biofuels
Higher concentration of businesses in:
Other Crop Farming
Cattle Ranching and Farming
Hog and Pig Farming
Poultry and Egg Production



Outputs – waste to energy potential through:
Waste Treatment and Disposal

Remediation and Other Waste Management Services
Water Technologies (Environmental)
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Agribusiness – major user of water.
Mounting global pressures on water supply, need to deliver




Presence of Waste Treatment and Disposal companies
Navigational, measuring, medical and control instruments
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Sector Convergence
more for less driving radical change and creating
manufacturing also has some strength in that company class
opportunities for technology development.
 SOMA - WEFTEC in September on list of shows but no attendees
assigned)
Agribusiness Supply Chain Logistics
Important aspects of the logistics value chain are represented:
Investments in infrastructure that enables movement of
Boiler, Tank and Shipping Container Manufacturing
commodities, such as ports, storage, and the cold chain,
Specialized Freight Trucking
helps promote and capture more value from agribusiness.
Disruptive transportation modes are emerging: Uber Fresh
Food delivery service, drones, and driverless trucks
Technology facilitating efficiencies in value chain distribution management systems, mobile applications, and
advanced analytics.
Sustainable Logistics gaining in importance

Warehousing and Storage

2.1 SOMA Sector Strategy Fit with Perth County
The section below provides a preliminary examination of the SOMA Investment Attraction Strategy and potential alignment with
Perth County’s economic base and sector strengths.
SOMA STRATEGY Food Processing Machinery Sector
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2011,world market for food processing machinery - $37.4
billion – forecast to double in size by 2021
Meat, poultry and seafood processing machinery expected to
be fastest growing segment, followed by chocolate and
confectionery segment.
EU by far largest manufacturer of food processing
equipment. Germany dominates production, followed by Italy,
France and the Netherlands






Manufacturing strength of the area suggests that the higher levels
of skills required to operate processing equipment may be
available.
For Machinery and Equipment – Agricultural, construction and
mining machinery manufacturing is strong across various business
size classes
German heritage in Region
Strong in animal food manufacturing, grain and oilseed milling,
dairy product manufacturing, and meat product manufacturing.
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In Germany, the food processing and packaging machinery
industry is one of the largest branches of the mechanical
engineering sector
Over a quarter of all food processing and packaging
machines exported worldwide are manufactured by German
companies. In some sectors notably packaging, sweets, and
meat processing machines, Germany’s market share is over
30%. In beverages, it is over 50%.

SOMA STRATEGY

Sector focus:

(strongest sector)

ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
STRENGHTS
Advanced Manufacturing Automotive

 Re-shoring low probability for OEMs,
limited for auto parts

Reshoring

LQ/CBP evidence

 Small scale vehicle parts manufacturing
(10-19 employee category, no presence
in others)
 Strength in Other transportation
equipment manufacturing and Other
general purpose machinery
manufacturing, in a handful of company
sizes.
 In value chain scenario, Other leather
and allied product manufacturing and
Machine shops, turned product, and
screw, nut and bolt manufacturing

 Telecommunications presence but needs  Wired Telecommunications Carriers
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further investigation for substance
Navigational, measuring, medical and
control instruments manufacturing has
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strong presence in 10-50 employee
range
 Navigational, measuring, medical and

SOMA STRATEGY

ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
STRENGHTS
some strength

LQ/CBP evidence
control instruments manufacturing

e-Mobility
Connectivity (intelligent transportation
systems and telematics)

Materials (Plastics and Composites)
Sector focus:
Automotive
Aerospace

 Automotive - biomaterials synergies
 Aerospace – no evidence of any activity

Strength in agricultural inputs:
Higher concentration of businesses in

other than in Stratford
Other Crop Farming

 Bioplastics complimentary to food
Bioplastics

processing
 Convergence with packaging
 Aligns with strengths in agricultural inputs

Cattle Ranching and Farming
Hog and Pig Farming
Poultry and Egg Production

Food Processing



Sector focus - Equipment



Food processing aligns well with Perth
County’s strengths
Good alignment with meat/diary
producers, German heritage
Clean Technology

8
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Strong in animal food manufacturing,
grain and oilseed milling, dairy product
manufacturing, and meat product
manufacturing. (strongest sector)

SOMA STRATEGY

Energy storage identified as having
‘good’ potential in SOMA strategy

ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
STRENGHTS
 Alignment with bio-products – including
bio-energy, waste to energy
 Possible indirect alignment through
renewable energy generated on farms

LQ/CBP evidence



Higher concentration of businesses in
Other Crop Farming

Business Services
Sector focus:
Back office

 Strategy leverages presence of Auto
OEMs: no presence in Perth County’s
jurisdictions Financial services
represented in Stratford: Scotiabank and
RBC financial data centres

 No OEM auto manufacturing companies
 Stratford: Scotiabank and RBC financial data
centres

3 Key Consultation Themes
In July 2016, 21 businesses and Perth County government staff interviews were conducted about Perth County’s business
climate, competitiveness, industries and opportunities to learn from other communities or enhance partnerships. Below is a
synopsis of key themes emergent from these interviews.

Business Climate
Overall, interviewees felt that the business climate was friendly and strong, pointing to the growth of businesses and the mixture
of mature enterprises and new start-ups. Interviewees discussed some success in attracting workers locally, but it was also
noted by others that businesses are challenged at obtaining skilled labour, often relying on people from outside the county to fill
roles. Interviewees also felt the county was too focused on traditional industries (e.g. cash-crop farming, basic manufacturing).
The bureaucracy was blamed by some respondents, while others pointed to political interference as a key barrier to better
business growth and development.
One interviewee pointed to the record number of building permits issued through the county as a sign of positive investment
attraction. Interviewees also highlighted North Perth as having experienced the most business growth and as having the
strongest ability to capture both residential and non-residential development.

9
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Interviewees also felt that while businesses are able to attract their clientele to the county, many people outside of the county
are not aware of its strengths. As such, more promotion and marketing that communicates Perth County’s strengths is needed
for attracting investment.

Industry
Interviewees discussed the importance of the agriculture sector in Perth County, supported by value-added agriculture
production and the food processing industry. The industry is diverse with farms ranging in size, produce, and ownership (i.e.
family owned or internationally owned).
Interviewees also spoke of how some dairy farmers are expanding into the cheese market and felt that these success stories
should be better communicated. One interviewee raised the issue that while on-farm cheese processing facility has been
approved for sale throughout the province, these facilities lack the capacity for international sale because their output is not
large enough. Connecting farmers with processing space for scaling up may therefore be a solution. Another interviewee
discussed the potential of biogases and fuels, highlighting Energrow as a business which was inspired by businesses in Europe
to convert soybean stock to fuel.
A couple of interviewees discussed the importance of advanced manufacturing businesses in the County, primarily supporting
the automotive industry in Southern Ontario, but also as related to farming equipment.
Interviewees discussed how businesses have been successful in accessing supplies and resources locally, and it was indicated
by some that more should be done to enhance these supply chains. Overall, local supply access viewed is an asset for
business development as a whole. Other initiatives included capitalizing on innovative agri-business industry and leveraging
existing multi-nationals and successful businesses were suggested as means of reaching new investment opportunities for
different sectors.

Location and Infrastructure
Almost all interviewees commented on the location of the County; however there was both positive and negative feedback.
Negative aspects related to the lack of urban centers in the County and the lack of access to Highway 401. Positive aspects
include:
 Access to the 402/403, active rail lines, and the port in Goderich
 Access to regional, provincial and international (border U.S. States) markets
 Close to Stratford, Kitchener-Waterloo, London (access to labour pool)
 Lower cost of doing business (DCs, taxes)

10
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In terms of infrastructure, interviewees discussed the need for better broadband and natural gas access. While the County is
currently trying to expand broadband access, interviewees felt that they were not doing enough, particularly mentioning the lack
of support for the SWIFT Network, which is a group of municipalities working to expand internet connectivity withy fiber-optic
technology.
Other issues include the lack of affordable housing and starter homes, which limits attraction of labour to Perth County. Also
noted was the need for more shovel-ready land. Out-migration of youth was also a concern noted by respondents, but it was
also acknowledged by some that many people return in their 30s after completing education to “put down roots” and raise
families. Finally, the lack of public transit was also seen as a barrier to business development, again restricting access to
potential labour pools.

Collaboration and Partnership
Collaborations and partnerships were a key theme of the consultation process. A number of local partnerships were discussed
including the need to collaborate with Stratford and St. Mary’s for land development and housing needs. Interviewees also
discussed the need to leverage the recognition and success of these two municipalities as models of success in investment
attraction and that stronger affiliations may also benefit Perth County in its investment attraction. Other key opportunities
include:
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Building relationships with Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs and the Ministry of Economic
Development and Growth, as well as the Canadian Food Inspection Agency to help businesses within the County to better
understand how to scale-up their businesses
Leveraging existing successful exporting businesses and foreign-owned companies to develop more know-how throughout
the County
Continuing Perth County’s partnership with SOMA, to facilitate cluster development in the agri-food sector and other areas
of manufacturing strength which may grow exposure toward the region
Working with post-secondary institutions to develop a satellite campus in the County, or Stratford, and to increase
awareness of job opportunities in Perth County to students at post-secondary institutions in areas such as London,
Kitchener-Waterloo, and Guelph
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Top Competitors and Best Practices
In terms of top competitors, interviewees agreed that municipalities with serviced land, urban centers, and access to the 401
are top competitors for the County. Guelph was discussed as being the top agriculture industry competitor, while Stratford was
highlighted as having a greater ability to attract more investment compared to the rest of Perth County.
A number of best practices were discussed, including:
 Thunder Bay has been successful in getting investments from the U.S. Public-Private Partnerships was also pointed to as
an opportunity for Perth County to grow.
 Stratford has been successful at working long-term to establish successful relationships with suppliers and multinationals,
particularly Japanese automakers. It has also leveraged its cultural assets to promote a specific quality of life

12
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4 Competitiveness by Jurisdiction
The following sets out how Perth County’s jurisdictions compare to its major competitors in Ontario and in the U.S. on factors
related to investment attraction at a local level with locations adjacent to Perth County, at a regional level with Sarnia, Belleville,
Kitchener Waterloo, Guelph, and from an international perspective, the contiguous U.S. states of Illinois, Michigan and Western
New York State along with Iowa, one of the major agribusiness economies in the U.S.
The analysis seeks to investigate the ease with which a business case for expansion into Perth County can be made
highlighting its ability to capitalize on investment opportunities in the context of the competition. Equally, Perth County’s ability
to convert these investment opportunities is considered from initial inquiry handling through to project delivery in the investment
readiness section. This work will be part of building a more detailed business case through a comprehensive value chain
analysis. Specifically, requirements that are well served by assets in Perth County, in particular and can benefit from proximity
to existing markets, clients or suppliers in Perth County.

4.1 Canadian Context
Perth County can draw on the significant competitive advantages offered by Canada in its international investment attraction
1
efforts. In KPMG Competitive Alternatives 2016 cost benchmarking analysis of ten countries, Canada is second only to Mexico
on key cost variables in agrifood (food processing) and manufacturing with the U.S. is the least competitive of all nine countries
examined. This is also the case for Perth County’s competitor states using selected communities in Ontario (Belleville and
Niagara) against regions in New York, Michigan, and Illinois (no Iowa cities were available).
Canada is the most competitive of the developed nations in terms of overall business costs with a 14.6% advantage over the
U.S. This is also the case for key measures such as cost competitiveness, labour rates and in research and development, and
corporate taxation rates. The rising value of the US dollar in 2015 has significantly constrained US competitiveness to the point
that it is now a high cost location. As a result, Canada offers significant cost advantages over the U.S. across all benchmarks
and sectors, and is an attractive North American location for potential overseas investors. Although, it should be noted that
Mexico is ranked ahead of Canada on most benchmarks so presenting a competitive threat for some projects driven by cost
factors. Perth County’s standing in relation to its proximal competition in Ontario is also significant in its ability to win investment

1
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KPMG’s Guide to International Business Location Costs 2016 Edition
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projects from overseas investors. Canada is now an attractive option for U.S. companies considering expansion now the U.S.
dollar is no longer at parity.
Canada is consistently ranked highly on a number of indices such as a business location, education and in its quality of life.
Among them is Forbes’ annual list of 'The Best Countries for Business' where Canada is ranked first among G20 countries.
Canada is second overall in The Social Progress Index placing Canada in the top tier of "very high social progress countries,"
along with Finland, Denmark, Australia, and Switzerland.

4.1.1 Ontario Context
Utilities
Parts of Perth County have competitive advantages in water & sewer costs with relatively low rates in North Perth and West
Perth for all volumes, which is attractive to large volume water consuming industries such as food processing. Perth East’s and
Perth South’s costs are mid-range, but Perth South provides a municipal service to industrial with an arrangement with St.
Mary’s.
Advantages in water and sewer costs are offset by the high price of electricity in most of the County except in St. Mary’s and
Stratford where costs are mid-range. While there are a number of other competitors with high electricity costs for smaller users,
the only others are Oxford County, and Ingersoll for larger users, with the remainder split between low and mid-range rates. It
should also be noted that Sarnia offers a "Behind the fence" energy pricing at its Bio Industrial Park and Blue Water Energy
Park. High energy costs could be problematic if an investor is choosing between sites in Perth County and the surrounding
areas. Furthermore, this situation is exacerbated by concerns about the high cost of electricity in Ontario generally as a
detriment to its competitiveness. Energy intensive industries such as chemicals, textiles, and metalworking might not
necessarily find Perth County an attractive proposition. See Figure 6 in the Appendices section below for more details.
Perth County is on par with other rural areas in Southwestern Ontario for broadband internet connectivity. However, larger
urban centres have already transitioned to fibre-based internet services, which exponentially increase upload and download
speeds available commercially. Staying on top of the pace of technological change is the only way to remain competitive with
larger urban areas and to distinguish the Perth County from other rural areas.
Wireless signals are advocated as strong across the County, with the exception of very few blackout areas; however,
engagement activities revealed that it is 'patchy'. The discourse is therefore inconsistent. Business Parks and more urban areas

14
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have no challenges with reception. Challenges with telecommunications may prove problematic for newer agricultural
technology, which may be dependent on strong telecommunications infrastructure.

Development Costs
Large industrial tax rates vary considerably across the county from high in North Perth, as is the case in St. Mary’s and
Stratford, average in Perth East, with low taxes in Perth South, West Perth and the County. The same is true of industrial new
build, and commercial taxes whether they be for new build or existing buildings. However, North Perth has a Community
Improvement Plan in place, which offers some tax breaks. Among the competition, only Kitchener, Wellington North, and
Mapleton have low taxes.
West Perth is the only municipality with development charges in Perth County, albeit at a low level. However, a number of Perth
County’s competitors also do not have development charges, among them are Chatham-Kent, Lambton County, and Belleville.
Significantly, the locations with low property taxes - Kitchener, Wellington North, and Mapleton – have high development
charges. No or low development charges combined with low taxes in Perth South and West Perth, and Perth County, presents
a competitive advantage over many competing locations on these important cost factors.
The cost of unserviced and serviced land in Perth County is fairly competitive ranging between $30,000 and $50,000 per acre,
when taking into account St. Mary’s where land is just over $30,000 per acre. Perth County has 31.32 acres of serviced
municipal vacant land, located in various areas in all four townships. There is also a further 74.48 acres of unserviced municipal
vacant land in Perth South with Perth County having an agreement with St. Mary’s to provide services to sites if needed.
Overall, Perth County’s land availability provides investors with a variety of options for development and in different locations.
Land in Tillsonburg and Chatham Kent is slightly cheaper than in Perth County starting at $28,000 per acre but Minto, to the
north of the county, is offering unserviced and serviced land at between $10,000 and $15,000 per acre, with low development
charges, making this location by far the most competitive. Furthermore, the engagement revealed this community has been
very proactive in marketing its land parcels, which could be a competitive threat to North Perth in particular. Stratford is much
more expensive at $100,000, which is in line with the upper end of prices in Centre Wellington, Ingersoll, and Woodstock.
However, Guelph and Kitchener are by far the most expensive, with land prices starting at over $200,000 an acre.

Access to Markets
Bearing in mind its rural location, Perth County has mostly good multi-modal capabilities with some shortcomings. While less
than 1.5 hours from a major United States border (Port-Huron, Michigan), and less than 2 hours from Buffalo, New York, but it
is not directly connected to any major 400 grade highway infrastructure. Distance from major highways is Perth County’s

15
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strongest transportation infrastructure weakness. Despite its distance from major transit corridors, Perth County is still very
centrally located to benefit from accessing the US and Greater Toronto Area more competitively than other largely rural
competitors, which may be confined to less options.
Perth County is connected to three rail freight carriers, including the Goderich-Exeter Railway, in addition to CN and CP lines
and is situated between intermodal terminals located in Detroit nearly three hours away and Toronto, two hours away. There is
a local airport at Stratford with freight and business jet capabilities, with Waterloo and London airports less than one hour away
and five international shipping ports are located within a 1.5 hour drive.

Labour Force
Talent, with access to an existing and potential work force with breadth and depth of skills are key. As an underlying factor in
site selection, this embraces everything from engineers to operators who work the manufacturing line. The work force must not
only be skilled; it needs to be affordable.
Labour costs are the single largest location-sensitive cost factor. Figure 8 shows labour costs in competitor communities in key
agri-food occupations. Data is not available for all occupations in Perth County but where available, relative competitiveness
varies with advantages in some occupations and disadvantages in others.
Wages for process control and machine operators are on par with the national and provincial average, as are the majority of
competitors but Chatham Kent is somewhat lower and Niagara higher. Perth County has higher wage rates for labourers in food
processing than its competitors and the Provincial and national average, the only exceptions being Quinte West and Sarnia.
The situation is more pronounced in supervisors of food, beverage and associated products processing, as these positions
command significantly higher salaries in Perth County than competitors as well as the national and Provincial average.
Chemical technologists wage rates are significantly lower than most competing locations, while there is considerable variation
in Pharmacist’s salaries, with Perth County skewing at the higher end both in comparison to competitors and in relation to the
national and provincial average.
Manufacturing managers salaries in Perth County are on par or more competitive with most competing locations, while
administrative staff salaries are lower than most competitors, and sales representatives’ salaries are higher, except in Guelph,
Quinte West, and Wellington.
Perth County is centrally situated within 45 minutes of a good supply of education and training institutions providing for
emerging and future labour force supply. Post-secondary education is available in London, Kitchener-Waterloo, and Guelph,
along with private sector trade schools.
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The availability of labour in Perth County is mixed, with gaps still persisting. The findings of the engagement activities which
revealed businesses struggle to fill vacancies. Also the lack of low cost housing has resulted in employees commuting into the
County from less expensive locations. On the other hand, availability of skilled labour grew by 11% in Perth County between
2006 and 2011 census years, with Perth County’s unemployment rate increasing from 4.2% to 5.9% but it was lowest as
compared to Wellington, Oxford, Sarnia-Lambton, and Middlesex. The engagement interviews also highlighted the high degree
of employee loyalty in Perth County.

Quality of Life
Growth strategies built around industrial and commercial recruitment are becoming less and less effective. While quantifiable
factors such as financial incentives, labour and utility costs, available real estate, still come into play, the focus of Investment
attraction and business retention for leading edge companies now embraces a more holistic approach including ‘soft’ variables
embedded in the notion of ‘quality of place’ where intangible resources such as the local activities in arts and culture, leisure
etc., research activities and the community’s values are important. For these companies, access to talent is increasingly
important as a location factor. In turn, success relies on whether individuals would want to live and work in a particular location.
The portal – Opportunity Lives Here does a good job of showcasing Perth County’s attributes to attract talent.
2

Money Sense’s annual ranking of Best Places to Live in Canada ranks Stratford at 15, on account of its low crime rate, access
to health care, and ease of walking, biking or taking public transport. This is reflected in Perth County with available recorded
crime rates declining by over 30% in both North Perth and West Perth. Perth County is home to a number of sports facilities,
libraries, and galleries over and above those available in St. Mary’s and Stratford. However, there is a lack of housing options
for different income levels, in particular starter homes where new developments are rare and infrequent. In comparison to some
nearby counties, median house values are lower in Sarnia-Lambton, Oxford and Middlesex, but higher in Wellington.
Waterloo is the only competitor community that is ranked higher than Stratford at 10 in the Money Sense survey due to low
unemployment, prosperity (high incomes and net worth) a strong arts & sports community, and ease of walking, biking or taking
public transport. The remaining communities are ranked lower than Stratford: Centre Wellington (34), Guelph (32) Ingersoll
(80) Tillsonburg (124) Woodstock (138), and Chatham Kent (187).

2
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4.1.2 Canadian Incentives
Grants and loans are available to potential investors in Ontario through The Jobs and Prosperity Fund New Economy Stream
and SMART Advanced Technologies program. Agri-food specific programs are available through Growing Forward 2 for
Processors, and The Jobs and Prosperity Fund Food & Beverage Growth Fund, which provided a $2.5 million grant for French's
ketchup to keep a tomato processing plant in Leamington operating after Heinz pulled out.
The Southwestern Ontario Development Fund (SWODF), Business Stream is an incentive Perth County can use as a region
specific advantage. However, this assistance cannot be stacked with other provincial programs. Up to 15% of eligible project
costs to a maximum grant of $1.5 million with investments of more than $10 million that also create more than 50 new jobs may
be eligible for a loan of up to $5 million. Grand River Foods of Cambridge was awarded up to $1.3 million in repayable Ontario
government funding.
The Perth Community Futures Program also offers local business support, including grant funding, albeit at a lower level than
SWODF and other funding programs. North Perth has a Community Improvement Program (CIP) offering rebates on fees,
grants on landscaping, façade improvements, and downtown redevelopment.
Businesses in Perth County can also draw on Federal and Provincial business support programs focussed on R&D through tax
credits, collaboration with skilled graduates, and Ontario Centres of Excellence among others. These are testament to
Canada’s strong competitive advantage in R&D, Perth County having access to Ontario Network of Entrepreneurs with the
Stratford Perth Centre for Business. There is also business support for exporting through Export Development Canada, and a
number of human resource development programs.

4.2 US Jurisdictions
3

Among the U.S. competitor locations, CNBC Top States 2016, A Scorecard on Economic Climate: Overall Ranking provides
an indication of their relative competitiveness. Michigan is ranked highest at 7, followed by Iowa at 9, Illinois at 26, and New
York at 29. However, in terms of business costs, Iowa is ranked 2, Michigan:12, Illinois: 24, and New York: 44. The global FDI
context must take account of the relative rise in business costs due to the strong U.S. dollar.

3

CNBC Top States for Business 2016 scores 50 states on more than 60 measures of competitiveness, developed with input from a broad and diverse array of
business and policy experts, official government sources, the CNBC Global CFO Council and the states themselves. Metrics were separated into ten broad
categories, weighting the categories based on how frequently they are cited in state economic development marketing materials.
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The CNBC study also highlights the importance of factors outside of costs such as quality of life, innovation, and the economy.
th
Scores on these factors can vary greatly for each state. For example Iowa is ranked second on cost of doing business, but 40
th
on access to capital, Illinois is ranked first on access to capital but is only 48 on business friendliness, New York is fourth on
th
technology and innovation but 44 on business costs which are likely skewed by New York City. On quality of life, Iowa is
ranked highest at 9, while the remaining states are ranked much lower with Illinois at 35, Michigan at 32, and New York State at
22.
4

The Tax Foundation ranks New York State (49) and Iowa (41) as among the states with the least favourable business taxes
index. Of the remaining competing states, Michigan is ranked most favourable at 13 while Illinois (31) skews towards the lower
end of the ranking.
COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR THE FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR UNITED STATES JURISDICTIONS
State and
Reference
Community

Sadansky,
Sanilac
(Michigan)

Rank

Unserviced
Industrial
Land Price
$/acre
(Range)

Rank

Water & Sewer
Costs (100,000
cub.m. Volume,
4" metre) or
26,417,200 US
gallons

up to $24,800 per
acre, give away
for $2,480

NA

$377,504.12

Buffalo
(New York)

In progress

NA

In progress

LaSalle, La
Salle
(Illinois)

In progress

NA

$108,132.85

4
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Serviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)

Rank

High

Water & Sewer
Costs (500,000
cub.m. Volume,
6" metre) or
132,086,000 US
gallons

$1,887,512.18

Rank

High

In progress
Low

The Tax Foundation, 2015 State Business Tax Climate Index
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$540,257.87

Low

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for a
Small
Commercial
User
100/40000 kwh
State Average
for average
commercial
$5,153.4/kWh

Rank

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for a
Large Industrial
User
500/250000kwh
State Average

Rank

High

$23,622/kWh

High

$ 2,971/kWh

Mid

$14,849/kWh

Mid

$ 1,800.5/kWh

Low

$2,387/kWh

Low

State and
Reference
Community

Des
Moines
(Iowa)

Serviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)

In progress

Rank

Unserviced
Industrial
Land Price
$/acre
(Range)

NA

Rank

Water & Sewer
Costs (100,000
cub.m. Volume,
4" metre) or
26,417,200 US
gallons

Inside City:
$279,185.43
Outside City:
$503,540.68

Rank

High

Water & Sewer
Costs (500,000
cub.m. Volume,
6" metre) or
132,086,000 US
gallons

Rank

Inside City:
$1,395,555.17
Outside City:
$2,516,073.79

High

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for a
Small
Commercial
User
100/40000 kwh
State Average
for average
commercial
$ 3,352.9/kWh

Rank

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for a
Large Industrial
User
500/250000kwh
State Average

Rank

Mid

$13,299/kWh

Mid

U.S. Operating Costs
5

Like Ontario, water and sewer costs vary enormously by location. According to Circle of Blue US water tariffs in major centres
have increased by 41% since 2010 on account of treatment, pumping, and new infrastructure and this trend is expected to
continue into the foreseeable future. LaSalle (IL) offers very low rates compared to other U.S. locations but they are still
considerably more than in Perth County. In Des Moines the rates are comparable in urban locations but rural locations are
double. In Sandusky Illinois water rates are more than most of Perth County.
In all US locations considered, electricity prices are all less than half of that of all the Ontario communities, as indicated in a
number of reports expressing concerns about energy prices being detrimental to Ontario’s competitiveness.

Figure 1 below shows key occupations in food processing by US occupation codes, which provide a greater level of detail than
NOC-s codes. Wages for low skilled labourer occupations in food processing in the US locations are on par with Perth County
when taking into account the exchange rate but are more expensive than the competing locations in Ontario. Wages for other

5

Price of Water 2015: Up 6 Percent in 30 Major U.S. Cities; 41 Percent Rise Since 2010, Circle of Blue, http://www.circleofblue.org/2015/world/price-of-water2015-up-6-percent-in-30-major-u-s-cities-41-percent-rise-since-2010/
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production workers in the U.S. are less than Perth County and its competitor locations. Most higher skilled scientific, technical,
and managerial occupations have higher average wage rates than in Perth County and its competitors.

COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR THE KEY OCCUPATIONS IN THE FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR, US JURISDICTIONS

21

Occupation
Code

Description

11-1021

General and Operations Managers

17-2041

Chemical Engineers

19-1012

Food Scientists and Technologists

19-1029

Biological Scientists, All Other

19-2031

Chemists

19-4011

Agricultural and Food Science Technicians

19-4021

Biological Technicians

19-4031

Chemical Technicians

29-1051

Pharmacists

41-4012
43-0000

Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scientific
Products
Office and Administrative Support Occupations

51-3091

Food and Tobacco Roasting, Baking, and Drying Machine Operators and Tenders

51-3092

Food Batchmakers

51-3093

Food Cooking Machine Operators and Tenders

51-3099

Food Processing Workers, All Other
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Illinois
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

Iowa
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

New York
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

Michigan
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

$140,467.20

$110,756.80

$179,229.60

$139,252.00

$123,429.60

$112,306.80

$116,845.20

$105,586.00
NA

$80,327.20

$81,220.00

$77,946.40

$112,517.60

$76,904.80

$92,169.20

$85,746.00

$85,324.40

$86,018.80

$97,922.80

$93,992.00

$52,799.20

$43,251.20

$63,364.00

$48,942.80

$56,097.60

$49,984.40

$52,117.20

$43,809.20

$58,986.80

$56,854.00

$60,512.00

$54,051.60

$143,827.60

$129,728.80

$145,811.60

$140,405.20

$88,238.40

$77,983.60

$89,106.40

$80,500.80

$46,004.00

$41,763.20

$50,827.60

$43,325.60

$34,732.40

$41,949.20

$40,758.80

$34,273.60

$38,998.00

$47,826.80

$33,095.60

$39,828.80

$34,521.60

$37,572.00

$33,306.40

$30,665.20

$33,529.60

$32,016.80

$29,574.00

$32,612.00

Occupation
Code

Description

51-8091

Chemical Plant and System Operators

51-9011

Chemical Equipment Operators and Tenders

Illinois
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

Iowa
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

New York
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

Michigan
Occupational
Employment
and Wage
Estimates
2015

$69,055.60

$70,035.20

$65,658.00

$69,340.80

$57,350.00

$53,382.00

$56,035.60

$55,899.20

Source: Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates, US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2012

4.2.1 U.S. Incentives
For major business investments, US jurisdictions usually offer incentive packages on a discretionary basis. These packages
typically comprise financing assistance and/or tax abatements determined by the value of the investment and number of job
created. U.S. communities are pro-active not only in the attraction of investments in this regard but also in their retention
endeavours. In 2012, The English Pork Pie Co., a Cheektowaga food company had been on the verge of moving to Ohio, but
stayed in the Buffalo Niagara region with the help of an array of incentives, including a small tax break approved by the Erie
County Industrial Development Agency. While Dr. Oetker received $19 million in provincial and federal funding for its first North
American frozen pizza factory, a $70 million project, typically Canadian jurisdictions have difficulty in matching the discretionary
incentive packages provided by U.S. states.
Discretionary grant awards feature among all the US jurisdictions examined as do tax breaks in one form or another, which can
go some way in mitigating the relative cost disadvantages in comparison to Canadian locations.
R&D support is offered by all the competing regions in the form of cash grants, loans, and tax credits.
Enterprise Zones are also prevalent in the U.S. offering tax exemptions and credits, operational support, and R&D incentives.
The Genesee Valley Agri-Business Park has the benefit of a Foreign Trade Zone. There are a variety of programs to support
operational expenses that can cover training, energy costs, and so on.
Buffalo-Niagara is the only region offering a food processing industry specific incentive program for the Genesee Valley AgriBusiness Park. Further details of the incentives programs can be found in the Appendices in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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5 Promising Practices in FDI
The following section provides a brief overview of various communities that are successfully leveraging their agricultural
strengths and agribusiness concentrations. They present various examples of promising practices that can be considered by
Perth County in exploring how to effectively leverage their own sector strengths.

5.1 Iowa
5.1.1 Iowa Economic Development Authority

Iowa is a leading producer in corn, soybeans, eggs, and pork. The State has developed its
agribusiness sector concept around corn and those businesses that help plant it, harvest it, and
deliver it, which in turn has evolved into a bio-economy. Iowa is a major producer of bio-fuels
representing 4% of its GDP and 28% of ethanol production in the U.S. Ag feedstock and
chemicals are a key part of the bio-economy ecosystem with activities around crop protection,
plant-based seed genetics, and biorenewable chemicals through companies such as Cargill,
DuPont, Syngenta, BASF, and AgRelient Genetics.
The food industry is also a major component of Iowa’s overall economy contributing over six billion to the state’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), representing approximately 24 percent of Iowa’s manufacturing GDP and employing more than
51,000 people. 27 of the largest 100 food manufacturers/processors ranked in Food Processing Magazine are located in Iowa.
These include the world’s largest cereal mill (Quaker Oats) and caramel color plant (Sethness) and North America’s largest
spice plant (Tone’s).
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5.1.2 The Cultivation Corridor
Central Iowa has built a reputation as a global leader in cutting-edge agriculture technology, which spawned the launch of the
Cultivation Corridor in 2014. With a focus on developing and marketing the bioeconomy in
Central Iowa, Agbioscience, agritechnology, biorenewables, plant sciences and advanced
manufacturing are the target sub-sectors.
The goal is to accelerate value-added agriculture business development by attracting companies, talent and capital from across
the globe to the state. The organization’s objectives are firmly rooted in the challenges associated with the growing global
population and the science, technology, and production practices that will help address them.
Cultivation Corridor is positioning itself as a cutting edge cluster-based economic development organization on the world stage
describing itself as the “world’s most dynamic agbioscience region” with a strap line “The science that feeds the world”.
The organization is public-private partnership of stakeholders including the Greater Des Moines Partnership, Ames Chamber of
Commerce, Iowa State University, non-profits and private sector companies from across the region and state. A “Rooted in the
Cultivation Corridor” badge is available for display on partner websites and in their marketing materials.
Ag Tech Accelerator
An example of co-operation between the partners is The Greater Des Moines Partnership and the
Cultivation Corridor launch of an Ag Tech Accelerator (The Accelerator) with the support of investors
DuPont Pioneer, Farmers Mutual Hail Insurance Company, John Deere and Peoples Company. The
Accelerator is designed to build on the state’s key strengths in agriculture and the entrepreneurial activity
that can advance technology in the industry.
The Cultivation Corridor is actively recruiting ambassadors (industry professionals, researchers, students and community
leaders) through its website, wanting to learn more about individuals who have been successful in the region to tell their stories.
Sioux City
Sioux City has experienced strong activity in the agricultural and food processing sectors. A leading executive magazine
covering corporate site selection and relocation has ranked the Sioux City metro #1 in the Top 20 Mid-Size Cities for "YearOver-Year Growth".
Key Takeaways
Iowa:
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Sector convergence: morphing of agriculture into a bio-economy (long term consideration)

Cultivation Corridor
 Brand based identity (catchy, memorable) as opposed to place based
 Partnership organization: public/private collaboration
 Economic development agencies and companies building an innovation hub: Ag Tech Accelerator
 Global focus and positioning
 Sector targeting is strongly driven by key drivers and trends in agriculture with an innovation focus
 Ambassador program to articulate the benefits of the region

5.2 Food Valley, Netherlands
Food Valley NL was established in 2004 as a member based organization
representing the Wageningen region in central Netherlands.

The organization has brought together innovation networks, and national and
international innovation clusters consisting of businesses, academic institutions and government agencies.
The Food Valley Direct program provides advice and support to its member companies through identifying relevant knowledge,
potential partners, and commercialization.
Food Valley also has a mandate to promote the Wageningen region. There is a regular events program that includes:
 Food Valley FAM tours and programs for foreign delegations
 Food Valley Update provides a regular bulletin on news, trends and events
 Food Valley Expo, with an innovation showcase and 2-day expo and program
 The Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. is an annual prize for outstanding
projects or initiatives in the agri-food, feed and horti-business
 (Inter)national matchmaking and technology scouting
 An ambassador program comprising of international students and young professionals worldwide who can showcase and
promote the region
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Market development - Food to Market is supported by networks in the Netherlands, Flanders and Germany to help member
companies enter new markets

Innovation Portal
Innovation in Food Valley is a key component of their value proposition. DutchFoodInnovations.com provides an overview of
agri-food, feed and horti innovations in the Netherlands. A recent conference highlighted the importance of innovation in
agribusiness with the tag line “Silicon Valley meets Food Valley”
Global Reach - The Food Valley Society
The Food Valley Society is a global network in agri-food, feed and horticultural industries with the objective of fostering industry
collaboration, new ideas, and innovation. A portal, (www.foodvalleysociety.com) provides a platform for collaboration.
Membership is open to both domestic and foreign companies and organizations. Membership fees depend on organization size
(number of employees). Costs per year vary from € 150 ($220) to € 3,000 ($4,400), excluding taxes. Start-ups receive a special
discount.
Food Valley Ambassador Program - Nurturing Talent
The Food Valley Ambassador Program offers international high potential students a one year internship in Food and Life
Sciences R&D at a multinational company based in The Netherlands. Because of the one year internships the students have
opportunities to work on a larger project or multiple projects. During their work experience, the students are also trained to act
as Food Valley Ambassadors, representatives of the Food Valley NL innovation cluster. This means they automatically become
part of the Food Valley Ambassador network, a growing international network of high-performance students and employees.
The network covers the following countries: Armenia, Australia, Belgium, China, Denmark, Germany, Greece, France, India,
Indonesia, Lithuania, Mexico, Peru, Romania, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, UK, US and Vietnam.
Key Takeaways
 Branded location with worldwide recognition as an agri-food hub
 Membership driven with a global reach, with fees, which generates revenue
 Global network for collaboration between like-minded individuals and entities in the sector
 Regular events program which includes a conference that attracts visitors worldwide, and a competition for home grown
companies
 Events program is part of driving branding and awareness generation
 Developed online presence with specific portals for innovation and global network
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Highlights innovation as part of its value proposition
Ambassador program that nurtures talent

5.3 Grow Guelph
Grow Guelph has been created to foster the growth of life science, agri-food and biotechnology
companies and associations.
Key stakeholders include the University of Guelph, City of Guelph, Guelph Chamber of
Commerce, Agri-Technology Commercialization Centre, Guelph Regional Innovation Centre ,
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) and Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada (AAFC) combined with private-sector businesses and community organizations. The
City has created the Connect Guelph Business Portal, an online information resource to support
new and existing businesses and Error! Bookmark not defined.s, which includes a section,
invest in Guelph.
There are currently over 90 agri-innovation businesses and organizations that make up this cluster and provide approximately
6,500 jobs in Guelph comprising approximately 10% of the workforce.
Guelph is ranked #1 agricultural biotechnology cluster in Ontario – one of the top 2 in Canada. The city was also ranked by fDi
magazine as an investment hotspot among smaller communities in 2013.
The University of Guelph, City of Guelph, Wellington County and Ontario Agri-Food Technologies hosted the inaugural Ontario
– European Agri-Food Forum in November 2015 at the University of Guelph. The program included business matchmaking,
value chain development, and emerging agri-food trends. Food Valley (Netherlands) participated in the event.
Key facets of Guelph’s agri-food cluster strengths are post-secondary institutions and research organizations (the University of
Guelph, Conestoga College, Guelph Food Technology Centre), critical mass in agri-business, all of which have driven
innovation and convergence opportunities across sectors.
Key Takeaways
 Capitalizing on ecosystem:
o to build awareness of the cluster
o business support and development
o investment attraction
o for sector development
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Showcase event with an international reach (Ontario – European Agri-Food Forum)
Convergence in biotechnology and energy are pursued as opportunities
Grow Guelph branding initiative
Highlights innovation as part of its value proposition

5.4 Western New York - Buffalo-Niagara Enterprise
Buffalo Niagara has a significant agri-food cluster with 576 facilities, employing 14,793. The
region is the largest dairy producing county in New York, which is in turn the third-largest dairy
producing state in the U.S. With 19 dairy processing plants in Western New York alone, the
Buffalo-Niagara region is targeting this sub-sector with custom marketing collateral.
The Genesee Valley Agri-Business Park, is a 200-plus acre park funded in part by a $3 million City-by-City grant from New York
State and $2.3 million from Genesee County and the Town of Batavia.
Owned by a public/private venture including the GCEDC’s real estate affiliate and Farm Credit of Western New York, the
Genesee Valley Agri-Business Park is serviced by industrial class electric and natural gas with access to a local aquifer able to
produce up to 6 million gallons/day of low-cost process water to park occupants.
The park has already attracted two yogurt manufacturing plants within the last two years: Alpina Foods from Bogota, Columbia,
initially with a 42,000 sq. ft. yogurt manufacturing facility with further expansion planned that will double their footprint on the
park. Muller Quaker Dairy (Germany) opened a 363,000 sq. ft. facility providing 180 jobs in 2012, which was subsequently
bought by American Dairy Farmers in 2015.
An aggressive marketing campaign in Ontario has resulted in investments by Pride Pack and Niagara Food Specialties.
Key Takeaways:
 Capitalizing on inputs (dairy)
 Cluster based business park
 Providing low cost utilities
 Targeting agri-food clusters in close proximity (Ontario)
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6 Investment Readiness Benchmarking
6.1 Perth County
In an international context, Perth County can draw on significant competitive advantages offered by Canada over the U.S.
particularly on costs, but there should be acknowledgement that Mexico poses a threat in certain cost driven projects that do
not necessarily rely on advantages provided by an advanced economy.
Given the U.S. is now an expensive location due to the strength of its currency, Perth County’s standing in relation to its local
and regional competition is particularly pertinent, as Canada becomes an attractive North American location for international
investors.
Perth County’s relatively low water & sewer costs make it an attractive location for high volume water consumers such as food
processing. However, high electricity costs are a major concern, particularly as electricity in Ontario is generally regarded as
expensive as compared to the U.S.
Relative labour costs vary according to type of occupation. Higher labour costs in some food industry specific occupations is a
particular cause for concern as Perth County has significant advantages in this sector on all other indicators. To an extent there
are conflicting messages with labour market data showing an available workforce in contrast to the evidence from the
engagement revealing gaps in labour supply with difficulties in finding the right people in some instances. However, retention of
labour is not an issue with strong loyalty among employees. There is an emerging and future labour supply through proximal
post-secondary education and training resources.
Perth County offers a favourable development environment. This is mostly achieved through a lack of development charges,
low taxes, a CIP in North Perth, and reasonable land costs and availability of land and buildings. However, Minto poses a
competitive threat to the north with available and significantly inexpensive land.
The major drawback in access to markets for Perth County is the distance from major highways. Otherwise Perth County has a
multi-modal capabilities with road, rail, port, and air connections and proximity to the U.S. border. Perth County’s distance from
transportation nodes is no different to its major competitors in rural areas focussed on agribusiness.
Agri-food sector convergence is Perth County’s strongest point of leverage with the highest representation of agricultural
businesses in the southwest region, ahead of its major competitors, and in complimentary areas such as food production and
chemical products (including pesticides), fabricated metal products, hardware, and machine shop products. It also dwarfs its
comparators in agricultural, construction and mining machinery manufacturing. It should be noted that telecommunications lag
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behind the ultra-fast fibre connections of large urban centres and patchy rural service, which may inhibit Perth County’s ability
to capitalize on wireless enabled agri-tech opportunities.
Incentives for the most part can only be considered in terms of U.S. competitors as Canadian jurisdictions are unlikely to match
their discretionary programs. Perth County is in the same position as its competitors but can draw on regional specific
incentives with the support of provincial and regional programs and strong R&D support (federally) in relation to the U.S.
Perth County is relatively well placed on most quality of life indicators, with Stratford the highest ranked among Perth County’s
competitors in Money Sense’s survey of Best Places to Live in Canada. The only exception is the lack of starter housing stock
resulting in labour being drawn from outside of Perth County.

6.1.1 Investment Attraction
The investment attraction cycle involves inquiry generation and outreach (lead generation), project inquiry handling (both
proactive and reactively based), and seeing the inquiry through to an investment (or transaction) followed by business retention
activities with the support of marketing activities.
Marketing
The strategic planning foundation for marketing activities is weaker than immediate competitors due to a six year old Economic
Development Strategy. This is reflected in marketing material as Perth County does not have an enduring vision that permeates
its promotional materials. It does however have consistent branding with the slogan, “Cultivating Opportunity”, which speaks to
its strengths in agriculture and is a good building block. Opportunity Lives Here highlights Perth County’s own attributes in a
contemporary manner that speaks to the notion of “quality of place”.
Investment Attraction Activities
Perth County has developed working relationships with SOMA, MEDEI, and OMAFRA among others to facilitate inquiry
generation activities. Site selector engagement has taken place through attendance at MIPIM helped by a user friendly and up
to date Site selector tool on the website. However, linkages to a GIS system are lacking. The consulting team is not aware of a
CRM system and there does not appear to have been any formal recording of inquiries.
Perth County can provide potential investors with a Comprehensive Investor Community Profile as well as a short summary.
However, there is no in-depth sector specific information brochures setting out pertinent community assets in the target sectors
(e.g. Agri-food and Agri-Technology).
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Business Retention
o
o

Community engagement with Economic Development Newsletter
Perth County commits to performing 20 business visits every year as well as continued support to the various
business associations across the county

6.2 Investment Readiness Benchmarking
Perth County’s desire to enhance investment attraction is contingent on its ability to effectively attract attention to the region and
its industries, its capacity to engage and accommodate potential investors, and its ability to care for investors once they have
made decisions to invest in Perth County. Assessing Perth County’s investment readiness therefore becomes a means for
identifying how prepared Perth County is for investment opportunities. Moreover, it also requires consideration of effectiveness
relative to its competitors. Figure 1 presents the findings of the investment readiness assessment. It includes a series of Critical
Location Factors which represents areas of significance in investment attraction, a Local Performance score, and an
explanation of how Perth County meets or does not meet investment readiness needs for the Critical Location Factor.

FIGURE 1: INVESTMENT READINESS BENCHMARKING ASSESSMENT FOR PERTH COUNTY.

Critical
Location Factor

Local
Performance

Explanation
Labour Force Characteristics

Unemployment/
Employment Rate
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Between 2006 and 2011 Canadian Census years the unemployment rate in Perth County grew from 4.2% to 5.9%
(due largely to the economic recession across Canada). Though Perth County’s rate rose, it was lowest among
Wellington, Oxford, Sarnia-Lambton, and Middlesex.
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Critical
Location Factor

Local
Performance

Explanation

Skilled labour
supply and
demand

Availability of skilled labour grew by 11% in Perth County between 2006 and 2011 census years; adding to the
overall marketability of the area. On the other hand, engagement activities reveal businesses struggle to fill
vacancies. Therefore, despite improvements gaps persist. Engagement activities also revealed that once people
are situated in places of employment they tend to be loyal.

Labour costs

Perth County has variation in labour costs in comparison to the average wage of its comparators. While areas such
as manufacturing managers and testers and graders (in food safety) run within $1,000 lower than mean annual
salaries, other areas such as office administrators and biological technicians are, on average, lower in Perth
County, while areas such as supervisors in food and beverage and labourers in food and beverage have above
average salaries. These latter two categories that indicate comparatively higher wages in Perth County may be a
result of competition for available labour; thereby adding to points in the above category (skilled labour supply and
demand).
Strategic Planning

Economic
Development
Strategy

Perth County’s most recent economic development strategy was conducted in 2010, and was performed in concert
with St. Marys and Stratford. Without a recent strategy in place, Perth County faces challenges associated with
perceived preparedness, long-term vision, and unified objectives. Nearby counties such as Wellington, Elgin,
Oxford and Chatham-Kent have all conducted economic development strategies within the last two years.

Promotional
materials have
coherent vision
statement for
Economic
Development

Perth County does not have an enduring vision that permeates promotional materials. It does however have
consistent branding with the slogan, “Cultivating Opportunity” which speaks to its strengths in agriculture and a
talent recruitment tool - Opportunity Lives Here.

Local Industry
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Critical
Location Factor

Local Industry
Cluster

Local
Performance

Explanation
Location quotients reveal that agriculture is the strongest in Perth County compared to the southwest region,
particularly ahead of Chatham-Kent, Oxford, and Wellington counties. Perth County is also stronger in
Construction, particularly, non-residential building construction, indicating infrastructure exists for competitive
pricing for land development. Furthermore, Perth County is also on par with Chatham-Kent and Oxford in the
manufacturing sector, and leads in areas such as food production, textiles, leather and allied products, petroleum
and chemical products (including pesticides), cement/concrete, fabricated metal products, hardware, and machine
shop products. It also dwarfs its comparators in agricultural, construction and mining machinery manufacturing.
Agri-food sector convergence is Perth County’s strongest point of leverage.

Transportation and Distribution

Proximity to
Transportation
Infrastructure

Perth County is less than 1.5 hours from a major United States boarder (Port-Huron, Michigan), and less than 2
hours from Buffalo, New York, but it is not directly connected to any major 400 grade highway infrastructure.
Distance from major highways is Perth County’s strongest transportation infrastructure weakness. Despite its
distance from major transit corridors, Perth County is still very centrally located to benefit from accessing the US
and Greater Toronto Area more competitively than other largely rural competitors, which may be confined to less
options.
Perth County is connected to three rail freight carriers, including the Goderich-Exeter Railway, in addition to CN
and CP lines.

Utilities
Perth County is on par with other rural areas in Southwestern Ontario for broadband internet connectivity; however,
larger urban centres have already transitioned to fibre-based internet services, which exponentially increase upload
and download speeds available commercially. Staying on top of the pace of technological change is the only way
to remain competitive with larger urban areas and to distinguish the Perth County from other rural areas.
Telecommunications
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Wireless signals are advocated as strong across the County, with the exception of very few blackout areas;
however, engagement activities revealed that it is 'patchy'. The discourse is therefore inconsistent. Business Parks
and more urban areas have no challenges with reception. Challenges with telecommunications may prove
problematic for newer agricultural technology, which may be dependent on strong telecommunications
infrastructure.
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Critical
Location Factor
Utility costs

Local
Performance

Explanation
Water/sewage costs are low in comparison to other communities; which is a plus for high water consuming
industries such as food processing. But electricity costs are high, which is a deterrent to high energy users in
manufacturing -e.g. chemicals, metals, and textiles.

Local Business Environment
Economic
Development
involvement in
local business

Business visitations are part of the outreach activities conducted by Perth County’s economic development officer,
but this is a common practice in most municipalities. Perth County only has one economic development officer,
which limits the County’s ability to engage more directly with local businesses.

Business
Retention &
Expansion
Engagement

Perth County commits to performing 20 business visits every year as well as continued support to the various
business associations across the county.

Cost/Speed of
Permit and
Development
Process

Based on anecdotal evidence, the processing of Planning Act applications, Building Permit applications etc. is
relatively quick compared to some of the surrounding larger municipalities including Stratford, London, Kitchener,
Waterloo etc.

Property Availability and Cost
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Online Site
Selection Tools

Perth County has an easy to navigate webpage dedicated to available lands for development. Though this
technology is common place in most municipalities, the fact that it is up to date and simple to use enhances Perth
County’s investment readiness. One challenge however is that the page is not linked to a GIS system, which would
allow for mapping and cross-referencing of different metadata.

Land Availability

Total serviced land in Perth County is 31.32 acres of municipal vacant land, located in various areas in all four
townships. Only Perth South has unserviced lands, with 74.48 acres of municipal vacant land; however, Perth
County has an agreement with St. Marys to be able to provide servicing to sites if needed. Overall, Perth County’s
land availability provides investors with a variety of options for development and in different locations.
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Critical
Location Factor
Cost of Land

Local
Performance

Explanation
Overall, Perth County has competitive land prices for serviced land with most options ranging between
approximately $32,000 and $50,000 per acre. The price range is lower than most of Southwestern Ontario, with the
exception of St. Marys, which is similarly priced, and Minto which has very cheap land available and has been
proactive in recruiting tenants.. Quinte West and Belleville are also similarly priced to Perth County.

Investment Attraction and Delivery

Inquiry Generation

Relationships with OMA, MEDEI, OMAFRA among others, user friendly and up to date Site selector tool on
website, attendance at site selector events with MIPIM and planned activity through SOMA, absence of past inquiry
records or CRM, no dedicated business development resource.

Inquiry Handling
and Conversion

Poor records management and tracking of involvement and success in inquiry handling and conversions. Some
promotional materials provide information to investors, but they are broadly framed and lack specific details.

Incentives/Support Programs

Business Support

Stratford is home to the Stratford-Perth Centre for Business, which means local businesses do not have to travel
far for support and business help. This organization is a local iteration of the Small Business Enterprise Centre
model, which exists in many communities across the province. Perth County has no unique support or incentive
programs, other than a CIP in North Perth but can draw on region specific incentives SWODF, and Community
Futures programs.

Education and Training
Local
Employment/Traini
ng Services

Universities exist in London, Kitchener-Waterloo, and Guelph, making Perth County centrally located between
these options from within 45 minutes. These communities also have colleges and trade schools. Stratford also has
a small private trade school (mostly construction related trades).

Quality of Life
Health Care
Facilities
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Stratford, Listowel, and St. Marys all have hospital services accessible to businesses and residents of Perth
County. Clinics are also available in Milverton and Mitchell.
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Critical
Location Factor
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Local
Performance

Explanation

Emergency
Services

Local fire and emergency services, with region-wide enhanced 911.

Crime Rate

Statistics Canada reports that North Perth and West Perth’s crime rates have declined by 32.5% and 40%
respectively between 2011 and 2015 (inclusive), and both are below the provincial average. Rates are unavailable
for Perth County’s other two municipalities.

Recreation and
Cultural Facilities

Available amenities include recreational facilities, community centres, pools, and arenas. The County also has
three public libraries as well as three galleries (excluding those in Stratford and St. Marys).

Housing costs and
ranges

Interviews indicate Perth County lacks a range of housing options amenable to different income levels. Starter
homes, though in demand, are rare and new developments are infrequent. Engagement activities revealed that
these challenges put pressure on relying on external workforces to commute into the county for work rather than
living in one of its four municipalities. In comparison to some nearby counties, median house values are lower in
Sarnia-Lambton, Oxford and Middlesex, but higher in Wellington.
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7 Aligning Our Strengths
As identified in the sections above, once the target sectors were identified and validated based on the economic research and
environmental scan, and the assessment of key sector strengths associated with Perth County, a comprehensive value chain
assessment was undertaken. As was the case with the sector convergence approach to prioritizing target sectors, the value
chain was conducted on the local Agribusiness sector and the various up and down stream links in the chain.
In order to increase value and suitability for the project’s objective (identifying opportunities for investment attraction purposes),
the value chain assessment focused on uncovering and aligning key local strengths and identifying potential gaps that could
present opportunity potential.

7.1 Value Chain Analysis
The illustration below (Figure 2) highlights the various industries in the value chain by major sectoral category: Farming Inputs,
Farming, and Food processing. Note, this chain does not include end users or others along typical value chains as they are not
FIGURE 2: PERTH COUNTY VALUE CHAIN SUMMARY CHART
FARMING INPUTS
Crop Science
Vertically Integrated Farms
Crop inputs
Farm Machinery/Supplies
Ag-Co Products
Precision Agriculture Services
Animal Feeds & Nutriton
Genetics
Livestock Nutritional Services
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FARMING
Poultry
Cattle
Pork
Birds
Produce
Specialty
Eggs
products
Specialty
produce
Certified Organic/Sustainable
Product/Market Development
Global Market
Marketing
Strategic Consulting
Outreach
Support
Farming Operational Support
Drainage Services
Auctions
Farm Animal Veterinary Clinic
Crops

Fresh Produce
Bakeries

FOOD PROCESSING
Food Processing/Manufacturing

Confectionery
Meat Packing (Federally Inspected)
Poultry Processing
Other meat packers/processors
Abattoirs

Meat Packing (Provincially Inspected)
Dairy
Processed Fruits and Vegetables
Food Service/Institutional Distribution/wholesale
Agribusiness transport
Temperature controlled storage
General logistics/trucking
Agriculture and Manufacturing Support and Areas of Convergence
Industry Associations
Education, Training and Human Resource Support
Research and development
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pertinent to the lens of investment attraction for this projects purpose. The links in the chain have been chosen based on the
target sectors and subsectors identified in the sections above. The chain does, however, illustrate the various convergence
sectors that feed into and support the prioritized sectors of:





Agribusiness
Food Processing
Agrifood Technology

Further, key supporting elements of the value chain, such as industry associations, education, training, and human resource
supports, and research and development assets have also been identified and taken into consideration when evaluating Perth
County’s opportunity and gap positioning. This includes supporting industries to the agricultural sector and business services.
A detailed Value Chain Analysis accompanies this report in a Microsoft Excel format and has been provided as a
supplementary tool. Figure 3 represents an example of one component of the value chain where the County’s companies that
fall within specific industry subsets are identified and catalogued. This process is followed with all aspects of the summary
chart provided above in Figure 2.
The assets are then carefully examined for potential
gaps in the value chain as well as areas that could
potentially be capitalized on as growth areas based on
level of concentration and presence of supporting
industries and growth enablers (e.g., specialized
educational and training facilities, R&D supports etc.).
In order to effectively operationalize the value chain
analysis outcomes into a useable format for Perth
County, the opportunities have been developed into a
series of tables that ground the opportunity in the key
sector drivers for growth and investment attraction.
These are aligned with the identified assets from the
analysis itself and validate the opportunity. Further, they
are categorized into three priority areas to guide
implementation. This process is explained in further
detail below.
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FIGURE 3: EXAMPLE VALUE CHAIN LINKAGE INVENTORY
Link: Farming Inputs
Crop Science
Vertically Integrated Farms
Crop Inputs

Farm Machinery/Supplies

Examples of Local Firms
Cropquest; Good Crop Services; Perth Ag Partners; Hoegy Farm Supply; Dow
Agrosciences Canada; Stratford Agri Analysis
Hensall District Co-operative - Grain Elevator; Yantzi's Feed & Seed
Quality Fertilizers
Bach-Run Farms Ltd.; Stoneage Farm & Industrial Equipment; Gethke Quality
Livestock Systems; Donkers Agri; AWS Advanced Wind Reel Systems; FDI Cage
Systems (Ford Dickison 2000); Stratford Farm Equipment; Stoltz Sales and
Service; Premier Equipment; Huron Tractor; Midwestern Farm Equipment; Nuhn
Industries Ltd.

Precision Ag Services

Connect Equipment

Ag-Co Products

Stratford Farm Equipment; Delta Power Equipment; NA Geomatics Stratford
Listowel Farm Supply ; Sebringville Feed Mill; Leis Feed and Supply; Great Lakes
Nutrition
Mitchell Feed Mill; Wallenstein Feed & Supply; Shur-Gain – Stratford;
Masterfeeds – St. Marys; Hensall District Co-operative – Feed; Yantzi's Feed &
Seed; BSC Animal Nutrition Inc.

Animal Feeds
Animal Nutrition
Genetics

Foundation Genetics-now Cogent Canada

Livestock Nutritional Services

Bio Agri Mix; Farmix (Alltech); Stratford Agri Analysis (Daco Animal Nutrition)
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8 Overview of Opportunities
This section sets out the key opportunities identified through the research, analysis, and value chain assessment.
The opportunities below are organized into the following categories:





Capitalizing on existing strengths – immediate opportunities
Sector development – medium term opportunities
Long term opportunities

Each table contains a column that identifies the key factors or market drivers for the local sector or industry that can be
leveraged or capitalized on. These are then grounded in terms of Perth County’s position in relation to the value chain
assessment outcomes. Finally, in the last column, the nature of FDI or investment attraction opportunity is articulated.
This process allows Perth County economic development staff and their partner organizations to better understand the value
chain activities and assets in their own area, and how they are aligned to broader trends and what opportunities they present.
This in turn, can be used to engaged in more informed discussions with target companies, and act as a starting point for
detailed target market research to be conducted on prospective leads prior to outreach and interaction.

8.1 Capitalize on Existing Strengths – Immediate Opportunities
8.1.1 Agriculture Inputs
Key Drivers

Perth County Value Chain

Opportunity

Agriculture Showcase




One of Canada’s most agriculturally
2,250 census farms and 500,000 acres
(205,000 ha) of farmland
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Over 90% of land classified as
prime agricultural
Robust agriculture value chain
Vertically-integrated agricultural

Vertically-integrated farms :Hensall
District Co-operative, Yantzi's Feed &
Seed

productive regions.





Technology integration by farms
Willowgrove Hill recipient of Premier's
Award for Agri-Food Innovation
Leading education institutions at Guelph
- Ontario College of Agriculture, Ontario
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Showcase Perth County’s farms at the
leading edge in agricultural enterprises
Big data integration applications that
tackle the whole value chain



Use robust economic base to diversify
into emerging farming areas technologies/processes, advanced
greenhouse technology,

Key Drivers
enterprises to leverage value chain

Perth County Value Chain



Veterinary College
Substantial research capacity – 22

Opportunity



institutions in agribusiness areas





hydroponics, aeroponics
New crops: hops growing, medical
marijuana production

Just over 200 programs related to
agribusiness available at post-secondary
institutions in proximity to Perth County
Specialist agribusiness programming
7,649 students enrolled in Agriculture &
Biological Science programs



1,705 Agriculture & Biological Science
graduates

Precision Agriculture



Generational transition from baby boomer
owners to millennials: more adoption of
new technologies









Perth County targeting freelance
Significant capabilities but all through
equipment suppliers (Ag-Co Products,
Connect Equipment) or crop consulting

demand

services (e.g.Stratford Agri Analysis)

Data driven applications reshaping
Need for better data integration across
the agribusiness value chain (big data) to
extract maximum value
Farmers facing increasing pressure from
consumers and government to track the
origin of all commodities and products





No pure play software developers
GIS programming at education
institutions
Cryospheric Remote Sensing Research
Facility (CRSRF) University of Waterloo

Rise in number of agribusiness-focused
investment funds

Farm Automation and Machinery
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Attract new technology providers to
showcase agriculture applications at
Perth County’s farms e.g.

professionals opportunityliveshere.ca

Focus on smarter, better, more efficient
growing to meet escalating global

farming practices








Sensors improving, becoming cheaper
Agricultural drones /multispectral
cameras (flying over farms)




Software and app developers

‘Lone Eagles’ entrepreneurs: high
potential emerging and growth agribusinesses

Key Drivers



Agricultural machinery manufacturers
such as John Deere with FarmSight and
New Holland with PLM systems, have
integrated precision agriculture
technologies




Perth County Value Chain





Machinery after-market adaptation has
been strong in Ontario
Automated, factory-like farm is on the

providers: Ag-Co Products (MNE), Delta




Specialist providers: AWS Advanced
Wind Reel Systems, FDI Cage Systems



Farm machinery providers are



Connect Equipment

Increase technology integration capacity
Augment sector with new generation of
farm robotics
Equipment for growing and emerging
areas such as hops growing, medical
marijuana production

technology integrators: Ag-Co Products,

horizon with new developments in
robotics (hardware)



Significant presence of machinery

Opportunity



Supported by manufacturing capacity in

Equipment for technologies/processes:
advanced greenhouse technology,

sector

hydroponics, aeroponics

The Rise of Urban Farming:
technologies/processes, advanced
greenhouse technology,
hydroponics or aeroponics

Agricultural Science – Crops



Focus on smarter, better, more efficient
growing to increase productivity to meet
escalating demand




Conflicting demand food vs. fuel
Advances in irrigation and biotech-driven





seed and crop protection



New developments in irrigation




Crop farms in Perth County
Specialist companies in agronomy and
crop science e.g. Good Crop Services,
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Cropquest
Suppliers provide high value added



etc. e.g. Hoegy Farm Supplies, Perth
Ag Partners



Global leader Dow Agrosciences
Vertically integrated farms operating in
(branch), Yantzi's Feed & Seed
Specialist farm drainage companies
Substantial R&D capacity: Agriculture
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Identify and target emerging and
growing companies in this area
Agricultural biotechnology e.g. Microbes
acting as natural fertilizer (Microbial
fertilizer) – key opportunity area

services such as agronomy, crop data

this space: Hensall District Co-operative






GMO - “genome editing” – potentially
more acceptable to consumers
Key investment target - in a strong
position to attract leading edge
companies



MNE company efforts also relevant (see
applicable section below)

Key Drivers

Perth County Value Chain



Opportunity

and Food Laboratory,
127 biological science/chemistry
education programs



High number of residents with
architecture, engineering and technical
skills

Agricultural Science – Animal Health



Production efficiency and welfare



pressures




Consumer concerns over animal welfare
Technology potential to improve animal
welfare




Use of ‘wearable technology’ e.g.
sensors embedded to detect health
issues, fertility detection
GMO - “genome editing” – potentially
more acceptable to consumers






Leading edge companies providing



growing animal health companies e.g.

Mix

sensors, GMO ‘editing etc.

Global company Alltech subsidiaries –
7 local feed providers
Veterinary practices serving livestock
Ontario Veterinary College –leading
school in Canada, 4 globally
Six animal health research institutes at
the University of Guelph
10 specialist Veterinary/animal health
High number of residents with
architecture, engineering and technical
skills
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Masterfeeds, Farmix

programs (Guelph/Waterloo)



Identify and target emerging and

animal nutrition services e.g. Bio-Agri

th
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Key investment target - in a strong
position to attract leading edge
companies



MNE company efforts also relevant (see
applicable section below)

Key Drivers

Perth County Value Chain

Opportunity

Large Company Attraction






Continued growth of largest
agribusiness companies
Consolidation is an underlying theme in
both farming and agribusiness
Increased investment activity in Food
and agribusiness companies
Agribusiness shows higher returns









MNE presence in key sub-sectors:
Ag-Co Products: farm equipment
Alltech: animal nutrition
Dow Agrosciences: crop science
Maple Leaf Foods (poultry slaughter)
Sofina: food processing
Parmalat, Arla Foods: dairy products

than other sectors – average 17%
increase 2004-2013 compared to 10%
for Information Technology
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Highlights importance of retention and
expansion activities
Leverage strengths in agribusiness
base to bid for large FDI projects
Poultry and livestock slaughtering for
larger companies, etc.
Larger companies with no presence in
North America/Canada; particular
opportunity for target markets such as
Brazil

8.1.2 Food Processing
Key Drivers

Opportunity

Perth County
Fresh Food







Increased interest in local food, farm-to
table
Increasing demand for fresh and
organic produce
New and growing companies in frozen
vegetables sector oriented towards
healthy eating
Growth in freshly prepared
convenience foods
Local food movement: - more products
being introduced into market with local
origin labels; increase in number of
farmer’s markets









Extensive primary producer activities
Prevalence of farmers’ markets




Rural character of the region

Freshly prepared convenience foods
Leverage fresh fruit & vegetables for
frozen produce supply

Successful local gastro-marketing
efforts
Integral part of Perth County’s identity
Home to six farmer’s markets
Significant compliment of fresh produce
vendors (14 identified in value chain)

Organic Foods









Niche product aggregation in organics,
distributors: SunOpta, Tree of Life



More ‘convenience organic’ foods



Artisan, organic, and gluten free produce
is a growing segment
Key product category among
mainstream grocers
Germany has one of the largest organic
sectors globally
Canada is a major importer of organic
foods (4% global share)



Backed by certified organic farms e.g.
Camperdown Farms, Willowgrove Hill
Willowgrove Hill recipient of Premier's
Award for Agri-Food Innovation





Organic sales in Canada predicted to
grow at a faster rate than United States,
(9.1% f2009 – 2014) compared to 6.7%

Prevalence of organics throughout value
chain



German heritage
Locally branded sustainable produce
e.g. Soiled Reputation
Laurier Centre for Sustainable Food
Systems
Sustainable local food program at
Conestoga College

for the U.S
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Major aggregator distributors – SunOpta,
Tree of Life (KeHE Distributors) or
smaller equivalents







Use organic category to increase the
region’s food processing capacity
Target German, French and Italian
organic food producers
Dairy substitutes – products based on
Soy milk, rice, almonds etc. compliment
to dairy sector
Snack foods and breakfast cereals
Specialist Importer, wholesale, and
brokerage companies

Key Drivers

Opportunity

Perth County
Specialty/Niche Food





Rise of niche producers
Consumer interest in “foodie fare”,
gastro-tourism, celebrity chefs
Emerging companies in non-alcoholic
beverages – water, tea, energy drinks,
etc.





Stratford at the county’s culinary heart
Perth County offers authentic culinary
experience of the region with world-class
chefs




Use specialty category to build
awareness and increase the region’s
food processing capacity
SME specialist food distributors

Specialty cheese products: Specialty
cheese producers: Shepherd Gourmet





Dairy, Festival City Dairy (St. Mary's)
Specialty meats: water buffalo, ,
Market gaps: Non-alcoholic beverage
categories – specialty tea, water etc.
28 culinary programs available at
Fanshawe College and Conestoga
College

Meat Products





Importance in the supply chain with
many finished products derived from
meats
Supply-managed commodities/import
controls means partnership or setting
up a facility is the only way to market
entry
Growing markets in pet food









A substantial primary producer base
Four Corners Poultry major supplier to
Cargills and MacDonalds



Specialty producers: bison, elk
Two federally certified plants



Cold storage facility: Listowel Cold
Storage



Market leaders Maple Leaf Foods



Regional companies – Erle Meat
Products, Sofina Foods

Dairy Produce
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Augment sector through freshly
prepared foods, finished products –
sausages, etc.
Fill market gaps: food service, comanufacturing, private label
Foreign meat producers seeking
market entry
Pet foods has synergies with primary
producer base
Leverage Listowel Cold Storage

Key Drivers




Growth in dairy substitutes, specialty
etc.
Major FDI investments in North America
– Muller, Chobani etc.

Opportunity

Perth County






A substantial primary producer base



Specialty producers: water buffalo, goat
Major anchor MNE companies, Arla
Foods, Parmalat



Specialty cheese producers: Shepherd

Build dairy sector through targeting
growth product categories: Dairy
substitutes – products based on Soy
milk, rice, almonds etc.
Leverage specialty food/organic
strengths

Gourmet Dairy, Stonetown Art Cheese,
C'est Bon cheese



Distributor: Festival City Dairy (St.
Mary's)
Food Processing Value Chain Development









Access to primary producer supplies
Agribusiness logistics focus on areas
close to supply chain (both inputs and
markets)





Supply chain – just in time
Emergence of joint distribution, packing,
production other JVs between domestic
and international food companies
Increasing globalization of food sector
Low-cost/low-risk market entry as
alternative to large-scale foreign direct
investment
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Supply chain: primary producers
Sole company representation in a
number of key product categories:
Processed Fruits and Vegetables:




Richardson Foods Division of Canada
(Heinz)



Confectionery: Solis Foods



Specialty Bakery: Guenther’s Bakery,
Fresh Start bakery
Food service: Stonetown Supply
Services, Sofina serves this market



Market gaps:
Co-manufacturing/packing, private
label manufacturing
Ingredients
Health foods, supplements: Nutrition
programs/research/graduates
Other market gaps represented in
specialty, organic
The Food Institute at the University of
Guelph
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Ingredients: expertise in crop science,
grain mills presence (corn based
products)
Co-manufacturing/packing, private
label, food service: proximity to inputs
Health foods, supplements: leverage
organics sector
Focus on attracting businesses that are
complementary existing operations, to
strengthen the local food sector value
chain
Target companies - mission critical to be
in proximity to inputs, storage and
distribution
Promote Perth County’s supply chain
strengths (primary producers,
fresh/organic produce)

Key Drivers

Perth County




Conestoga College - The Craig
Richardson Institute of Food Processing
Technology
Operational aspects such as quality
assurance, hygiene, safety, production
management at Conestoga College
University of Guelph and Brescia
University College
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Advantage in skills and capabilities to
support multiple phases of the food
value chain – from production (e.g.
dairy, grain) to processing to distribution
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Opportunity

8.2 Further Sector Development – Medium Term Opportunities
Key Drivers

Opportunity

Perth County
Food Science: Testing/Safety Services





Support services for consistent,



transparent, and science-based
frameworks for regulating food safety,



Extensive regional research capacity:

reliable processes

Canadian Research Institute in Food

Consumers concerned about where food

Safety (CRIFS), The Food Institute at
the University of Guelph Agriculture

comes from, how its production has
impacted environment, how close final
product is to its raw ingredients, how its
purchase affects the income of the
producers down the product development
chain

and Food Laboratory




127 biological science/chemistry
education programs
Food science programs at all academic
levels – certificate to Doctorate - at The
University of Guelph
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Synergies with crop science and
animal health company base

Food safety/Quality Assurance
programs at University of Guelph
High number of residents with
architecture, engineering and technical
skills
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Extend science base in the region:
crop science, animal health, R&D
capacity, labour pool, to develop this
sector

Key Drivers

Opportunity

Perth County
Agribusiness Machinery Manufacturing



Increasing demand for food and biofuels,
driving machinery and equipment sales





Rise in automation and technology in
food production
Automated, factory-like farm is on the
horizon with new developments in
robotics (hardware)
EU by far largest manufacturer of food
processing equipment. Germany
dominates production, followed by Italy,
France and the Netherlands















Farming activity in Perth County



Agricultural machinery manufacturers:
specialists e.g. Mitchell Mill Systems,
Nuhn Industries



Food processing machinery – Linde
Canada (MNE – Stratford)



Automation capabilities through INNOTECH – Stratford



German heritage in region

SOMA strategy sees food processing
machinery as an opportunity area
Mature markets – focus on emerging
areas such as robotics
Synergize with agricultural machinery
distribution/vendors
Possible alignment in food processing
with Conestoga College award

Nearly 150 engineering and trades
programs provided by post-secondary
institutions, including 26 graduate
programs
Conestoga College recently received
$540,000 award for automation in food
processing
Programming in automation and robotics
at Conestoga College
2,536 graduates in subject areas related
to manufacturing
The Robotics Institute of Guelph
12 advanced manufacturing R&D
institutes

Agribusiness Supply Chain Logistics
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Movement of commodities helps capture
more value from agribusiness
Shifts in consumer eating habits, need
for transparency, changes in where and




Five specialist livestock haulage
companies
Parks Livestock is a leading company
in North America
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Leverage Listowel Cold Storage
Investigate potential of attracting
temperature controlled services





how consumers want food to be
available



Smaller, closer-to-market and more
responsive distribution and consumption
sites



More facilities due to the need to be
closer to customers.
emerging: Uber Fresh Food delivery
service, drones, and driverless trucks





Disruptive transportation modes are




Technology facilitating efficiencies in
value chain - distribution management
systems, mobile applications, and



JNB Heavy Haul moves very large
agricultural machinery
Listowel Cold Storage provides
temperature controlled storage – key
value add - capture more value from
agribusiness
Small number of local dry goods
logistics companies
Lack of temperature controlled services
No representation in logistics
apps/software
Possible synergies with neighbouring
auto cluster for driverless vehicles

advanced analytics.



Sustainable Logistics gaining in
importance
Bioproducts










New technology innovations are driving
growth
Importance of sustainable packaging to
consumers: preferences shifting towards
eco-friendly packaging
Eco-packaging/bio-based and renewable
raw materials are key growth areas
Adoption of green procurement policies
Intelligent packaging technologies are
emerging. Enormous potential in
agrifood industry to improve safety,
quality, and traceability of food products,
and convenience for consumers
Ontario Greener Diesel Regulation.

Abundant and low-cost feedstock – high






Surface Green Solutions, Norampac St.
Mary’s (Cascades) and recyclables



leaders



Links to Agribusiness through waste to
energy (hog production) and biofuels





Biomass producers: Gildale Farms,
Athlone Bio Power (Stratford)
Centre for Advanced Materials and
Biomaterials Research (CAMBR)
University of Waterloo
Centre for Agricultural Renewable
Energy and Sustainability (CARES)
University of Guelph
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Capitalize on growing market segments
through company presence, local inputs

concentration in farming activity

Growing prominence of bioplastics

Mandate for biomass-based diesel
blends increased from 2% in 2014/15 to
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and research expertise
Bioplastics identified as having ‘good’
potential in SOMA strategy
Alignment with SOMA strategy

3% in 2016 and 4% in 2017



Materials science programs at all levels

8.3 Long Term Opportunities
Key Drivers

Opportunity

Perth County
Water Technologies (Environmental)





Intersection of the Global Food, Energy &
Water Crises




Agribusiness – major user of water.
Mounting global pressures on water
supply driving radical change and



creating opportunities for technology
development






Agribusiness based renewable energy –
additional revenue stream for farmers, FIT
program
Conflict between food supply and energy
Energy storage identified as having ‘good’
potential in SOMA strategy but no
rationale provided in terms of the Region
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Specialist farm drainage companies



No other representation in water
technology expertise



Wastewater to energy solutions from
food processing activities
Irrigation technologies

Considerable water research capacity
in the region: Six R&D centres
including the Water Institute
(Waterloo), Ontario Rural Wastewater
Centre (Guelph)
Multiple combined degree programs in
water at The University of Waterloo
Energy
Limited renewable energy company
representation: handful of small
companies providing geothermal,
solar, biomass
Tradewinds Energy is the sole energy
efficiency provider
No expertise in energy storage
identified but farms may be deploying
this technology
Perth Environmental provides
specialist waste management services
to the food industry
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Renewable Energy Technology has
the potential to cross-cut other
manufacturing sectors, such as those in
Machinery and Equipment
Links to Agribusiness through waste to
energy (hog production) and biofuels
Possibly underserved in energy
efficiency solutions

8.4 Alignment with SOMA
The following table (Figure 4) shows the degree of alignment between SOMA’s five core sectors identified as: automotive,
materials, food processing, clean technology, and business services as set out in their Investment Attraction Strategic Plan of
September 2014.
The objective is to establish to what extent the sector opportunities identified leverage the strengths of Perth County. The
strategy also highlights sub-sector areas that should receive a particular focus.
Of the core sectors, food processing has by far the strongest alignment with food processing machinery recommended as
having potential. This is also the case for Perth County, as shown below.
There are also other strengths in meat and dairy processing, as well as local and sustainable food which should not be
overlooked potential opportunities .To a lesser extent there is also alignment with clean technologies and energy storage
through possible energy generation activities by Perth County’s farming sector in renewables, biofuels and wind in particular.
Bio-based products and inputs through Perth County’s farming capacity also can potentially serve the automotive sector.
Potential in automotive is constrained by no OEMs and limited representation throughout the value chain both in terms of
company size and sector scope. However, technology driven opportunities around e-Mobility and intelligent transportation
systems and telematics, might be viable subject to a deeper investigation into the nature of the companies involved in wired
telecommunications and navigational, measuring, medical and control instruments manufacturing.
The business services sector strategy draws on automotive and financial services, neither, of which have a presence in the
Perth County’s jurisdictions. That said, the value chain assessment identify some potential opportunities that Perth County can
leverage with respect to the connection between the financial sector and the agricultural sector. Again, placed emphasis on the
value and importance of leveraging how the agricultural sector underpins the majority of opportunities in the county.
FIGURE 4 ALIGNMENTS BETWEEN SOUTHERN ONTARIO MARKETING ALLIANCE STRATEGY AND KEY PERTH COUNTY SECTOR STRENGTHS

GLOBAL TRENDS



ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
STRENGHTS
SOMA STRATEGY Food Processing Equipment Machinery Sector

2011,world market for food processing
machinery - $37.4 billion – forecast to
double in size by 2021
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Strong meat, poultry production base
German heritage in region
Food processing sector
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Some synergies with agricultural machinery
and production in terms of robotics
Some alignment with the opportunity

GLOBAL TRENDS



Meat, poultry and seafood processing
machinery expected to be fastest growing

ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
STRENGHTS



Limited number of eco-packaging
companies

segment, followed by chocolate and
confectionery segment.



OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
analysis, but not the most lucrative




EU by far largest manufacturer of food
processing equipment. Germany dominates

Best pursued in tandem with agricultural
machinery
Previous lead generation activities in this
sector have not yielded results

production, followed by Italy, France and
the Netherlands



In Germany, the food processing and
packaging machinery industry is one of the
largest branches of the mechanical



engineering sector
Over a quarter of all food processing and
packaging machines exported worldwide
are manufactured by German companies.
In some sectors notably packaging, sweets,
and meat processing machines, Germany’s
market share is over 30%. In beverages, it
is over 50%.

Advanced Manufacturing Automotive
Sector focus:
Reshoring

 Re-shoring low probability for OEMs,
limited for auto parts
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 Small scale vehicle parts manufacturing
(10-19 employee category, no presence
in others)
 Stratford/St. Mary’s have significantly
more strength in auto parts than the
remainder of Perth County
 Main capabilities are smaller general
welding, fabrication, machining
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At a competitive disadvantage to
adjacent areas that have a stronger
value proposition and potential to
attract this type of investment
Limited potential without significant
incentives
Limited alignment with opportunities

GLOBAL TRENDS

e-Mobility
Connectivity (intelligent transportation
systems and telematics)

ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
STRENGHTS
companies with no particular sector focus
 Main manufacturing cluster concentration
is around serving the agricultural industry

OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
identified

 Wired Telecommunications Carriers are
local providers

 Some synergies with auto activity



contiguous to the region

Limited potential but minor alignment
with intelligent logistics transportation

Materials (Plastics and Composites)
Sector focus:
Automotive



Automotive - biomaterials synergies:
Strength in agricultural inputs:

Aerospace




Bioplastics







Medium term opportunity through
leveraging agricultural base and leveraging

Aerospace – one company – FAG
Aerospace in Stratford

presence of two plastics companies

Bioplastics complimentary to food
processing and agricultural inputs
Convergence with eco packaging activities
Aligns with strengths in agricultural inputs
EFS plastics; CRP (Stratford)

Clean Technology


Energy storage identified as having
‘good’ potential in SOMA strategy




Alignment with bio-products – including bioenergy, waste to energy
Limited renewable energy activity
Strength is through agricultural inputs
potential
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Possible indirect alignment through
renewable energy generated on farms
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Long term opportunity
Assessment of farm activity in sector
required

GLOBAL TRENDS

ALIGNMENT WITH PERTH COUNTY’S
STRENGHTS



OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

4 biogas facilities in Perth County – 3 dairy
farms (NP, PE, PS); one with liquid hog
manure input, one on a beef farm (WP)

Business Services
Sector focus:
Back office

 Strategy leverages presence of Auto OEMs
which has no presence in the Perth County’s
jurisdictions

 Stratford: Scotiabank and RBC financial data
centres

 Strong presence of agricultural finance
specialists through Farm Credit Canada,
specialist agricultural services provided by
banks, insurance companies
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 No OEM auto manufacturing companies
 Stratford: Scotiabank and RBC financial data
centres

 Perth County is an attractive proposition for
an agricultural finance specialist or regional
agricultural finance unit of a larger institution

 Agricultural finance back office functions
 Immediate term opportunity if viable

SOMA Sector Strategy Fit with Perth County’s Potential Opportunities
SOMA’s sector activities concentrate strongly on automotive, followed by food processing and plastics. A summary of the
proposed tradeshow and events program illustrates there are four shows planned for each of the following categories:
cleantech, food processing, and automotive (or related), while the plastics event is in packaging aligning well with food
processing. There are also two events covering multiple sectors.
While there is some evidence of overlap between SOMA’s sectors and Perth County’s potential opportunities, the opportunities
identified for SOMA have by and large leveraged a different set of strengths in automotive as opposed to agribusiness, Perth
County’s strength. As a result, there are significant potential opportunity areas that are not fully covered in SOMA’s outreach
activities.
In particular, technology based areas in value added agriculture, and some convergence
areas such as specialized logistics. That said, there is value contained in the food
processing and clean technologies related programming, although, further examination will
need to be made of how closely aligned the specific programming in these areas is with
respect to the various subsector and specific industry opportunities in these areas for Perth
County.
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FIGURE 5: SOMA TRADESHOW ROSTER

Sector

Shows

Automotive

IMTS, SEMA, MBS, 2016 Asia
Mission (auto focus)

Food
processing

APAS Brazil, SIAL Paris,
PLMA, Summer Fancy Food
Show, (ANUGA being
considered)

Plastics

EASTPACK

Cleantech

Greenbuild North America,
WEFTEC, Pollutec, Windpower

All Sectors

Hannover Fair, Canadian FDI
Forum,

Real Estate,
Consulting

IMAC, MIPIM

9 Considerations for Trade Shows and Sector
Activities
The following tables identify trade show and sector activities that can be considered during investment attraction planning.
Where they overlap with SOMA planned activities they are identified. Overall, the activities are aligned with the three specific
opportunity area categories as described above in the section above title “Overview of Opportunities”. These are as follows:





Capitalizing on existing strengths – immediate opportunities
Sector development – medium term opportunities
Long term opportunities

Each table contains a subsector focus area, series of sector activities, and a brief description where possible.

9.1.1 Sector Activities Related to Immediate Opportunities
Food Processing Sector Activities (with Planned Canadian Pavilions/Presence)
Sub-Sector

Activities


Food Processing
Upcoming
International
trade shows with
a Canada
Pavilion

October 16 to 20, 2016 - Paris, France

SIAL Is one of the largest food and beverage shows in the world. Over 7,000 companies from 100 countries
present their products for retail and foodservice professional. It sheds a spotlight on innovative food products
from around the world for all manner of food products from ingredients to equipment and end products.



ANUGA (SOMA)

October 7 to 11, 2017 - Cologne, Germany

ANUGA is one of the largest food and beverage trade show for retail trade and food services, with over 160,000
buyers from 192 counties. Themes include vegan, organic, health and gourmet products.
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Salon International de l'Alimentation (SIAL) Paris (SOMA)

Seafood Expo Global
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April 25 to 27, 2017 - Brussels, Belgium

Sub-Sector

Activities



The Expo is the largest seafood trade show event in the world. It is expected that over 26,000 buyers will
attend this year’s event from over 150 countries.

Sub-Sector

Activities



Food and Hotel Asia (FHA)

April 24 to 27, 2018 - Singapore

The FHA takes place every two years in Singapore and is one of the more important food and beverage events in
Asia. In attracts over 47,500 people from around the world with 58 international pavilions. The mega trade show
has become synonymous with the food and hospitality industry in Asia and offers the opportunity to gain knowledge
on this market.

Food
Processing
Upcoming
International
trade shows
with a Canada
Pavilion



China Fisheries and Seafood Expo

November 2 to 4, 2016 - Qingdao, China

The CFSE is Asia’s largest seafood expo. For over 20 years, the Expo has been helping seafood companies from
around the world grow their business in China. The Expo attracts over 25,000 visitors from almost 100 countries
around the world.



Food and Hospitality China (FHC)

November 7 to 9, 2016 - Shanghai, China

The FHC is the premier business exhibition for the global food and hospitality sector in China with 66,000 buyers of
imported products. Over 2,000 companies attend from 60 countries. Visitors are from retail and supermarket,
hospitality and catering, manufacturing and services, and import/distributor sector.



Gulfood

February 26 to March 2, 2017 - Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Gulfood is the world’s largest annual food and hospitality show with over 5,000 exhibitors from 120 countries.
Sectors include beverage and beverage equipment, food and drink, and restaurant and café retailers, products, and
technologies from around the world.
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Sub-Sector

Activities



Foodex Japan
March 7 to 10, 2017 - Chiba, Japan
Foodex is the largest food and beverage show in Asia and is a vital industry event for buyers from Japan, Korea,
China, and Taiwan. The four day exhibit has 77,000 buyers from food service, distribution, and trading companies.
This is an opportunity to increase business internationally following the activation of the TPP.

Food Processing Sector Activities
Sub-Sector

Activities



Americas Food & Beverage Show & Conference

September 26-27, 2016 - Miami, Florida

th

The 20 Americas Food & Beverage Show partners with a variety of hotel, restaurant and hospitality industry
businesses and associations that are engaged in supporting and promoting the show to a diverse audience of food
and beverage buyers.


Food
Processing

PLMA 2016 Private Label Trade Show (SOMA)

November 13 – 15 , 2016, Chicago, Illinois

The Private Label Manufacturers Association (PLMA) trade show has been active for more than 30 years. PLMA’s
annual trade show is where retailers and wholesalers source for their private label programs. More than 1,300
companies from 40 countries will be exhibiting their products, including 25 international pavilions. Exhibitors range
from small and medium-size companies to well-known national brand makers who also supply store brands.



Foodex UK

April 16 – 18, 2018 – Birmingham, United Kingdom

The show will shine a light on top trends across the food manufacturing sectors from improving traceability and
consumer trust, transforming productivity and highlighting the latest new ingredients and super foods to make an
impression on the industry.
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Food Processing – Organics and Natural Foods Sector Activities
Sub-Sector

Activities
HI Europe (Health Ingredients)

November 29-December 1, 2016, Germany

This is the leading health and natural food ingredients event in the world. It addresses challenges and trends in the
food industry with 18 focussed modules including the future of nutrition, developments in functional foods and
marketing strategies for a diverse consumer landscape.



BioFach

February 15-18, 2017 – Nuremberg, Germany

BioFach is the trade fair for organic food and drink. It has over 48,000 visitors from 130 countries. It offers
opportunity to meet international organic producers and learn of industry trends and discussions.

Food
Processing Organic and
Natural Foods



CHFA East (CAN)

September 15 – 18, 2016 – Toronto, Ontario

CHFA East is Canada’s largest conference and trade show for the natural health and organic industry, providing
an opportunity to meet industry manufacturers, distributors and brokers. For retailers this is the year’s biggest
showcase of products and educational seminars. Over 800 exhibitors attend the event.



All Things Organic

September 22-23, 2016 – Baltimore, Maryland

Held in conjunction with Natural Products Expo East, it delivers a thought-provoking program with critical
information on issues that impact organic business.



Natural & Organic Products Europe

April 2-3, 2017 – London, United Kingdom

The two day event has 10,000 buyers who are linking to source the latest in natural and organic health, beauty,
and food and drink products. The trade show offers an educational component.
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Agribusiness – Farming Sector Activities
Sub-Sector

Activities



Farm Progress Show

August 30 – September 1, 2016 – Boone, Iowa

Farm Progress Show, is the US’s largest annual outdoor farm event with nearly 600 exhibitors displaying new farm
equipment, tractors, combines and farm implements; seed and crop protection products; and many additional farm
supplies and services.



Agribusiness Farming

Canada's Farm Progress Show
June 21-23, 2017 – Regina, Sask

The show is the country’s largest dryland farm technology show which attracts 45,000 annually from around the
world. The show offers opportunities to learn about the changing demographics, emerging issues and advances in
technologies of the growing industry. In addition to the livestock centre and tractor showcase there is an
educational component for industry stakeholders and the public alike.



Ag in Motion

July 19-21, 2016 – Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

The Ag in Motion show, now in its second year, is the first and only agricultural trade show in Western Canada
which provides an outdoor venue for progressive farmers. It brings innovation to the filed through interactive
exhibits and live field and crop plot demonstration. It is operated by Glacier Farm Media, Canada’s largest farm
publisher and owner of Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show, the country’s largest outdoor fam show held every year in
Woodstock Ontario.



World Dairy Expo

October 4-8, 2016 – Madison, Wisconsin

World Dairy Expo serves as a forum for dairy producers, companies, organizations and other dairy enthusiasts to
come together to compete, and to exchange ideas, knowledge, technology and commerce.
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Agribusiness – Farming Sector Activities (continued)
Sub-Sector

Activities



Agri-trade

November 9-12, 2016 – Red Deer, Alberta

Agri-Trade is proud to be the preeminent Agriculture Equipment Expo in Western Canada featuring only new
products and services of interest to the Agriculture community.



World Ag Expo

February 14-16, 2017 – Tulare, California

World Ag Expo is the world's largest annual agricultural exposition. More than 1,500 exhibitors display the latest in
farm equipment, communications and technology on 2.6 million square feet of exhibit space. Free seminars focus
on a variety of topics important to dairy producers, farmers, ranchers and agribusiness professionals.

Agribusiness Farming



Agri-Tech Venture Forum
May 11-12, 2017 – Toronto, ON
The Forum is the only annual agritech investment forum for the entire industry value chain, hosted in Canada. It is
a dedicated showcase for the emerging and growing stage of agri-business. It brings together institutional and
private investors with the leading entrepreneurs and commercialization professionals. IT is a must attend event for
agri-business executives, entrepreneurs, investors and professionals in the agricultural sector.



Global Ag Investing Series

December 5-7, 2016 – London, United Kingdom

Global Ag Investing is the world’s premier agricultural investment convergence series, attracting 8,000 attendees
from around the world. The series delivers 20 industry leading conferences featuring relevant and contemporary
content. Each year the organization hosts four international conferences and publishes the industry’s most critical
intelligence through the GAI News and the GAI Gazette magazine.
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Agribusiness – Precision Agriculture Sector Activities
Sub-Sector

Activities



PrecisionAg Vision Conference

October 18-20, 2016 – Phoenix, Arizona

The event is focused on the future of farm digitization and precision agriculture with leaders from crop production,
crop inputs, agriculture and the food industry to connect on the future of the procession agriculture industry.



Agribusiness Precision
Agriculture

InfoAg Conference

July 25-27, 2017 – St. Louis, Missouri

InfoAg focuses on practical application of precision agriculture. It has educational programming and an exhibit of
leading hardware, software, and services vendors to precision agriculture. Last year’s event had over 1,500
attendees, with over half involved in ag retail. It is an opportunity for agribusiness people, researchers, scientists,
and government workers to discuss the industry.



Ag Innovation Showcase

September 12-14, 2016 – St. Louis, Missouri

The Showcase brings the biggest names, brightest innovators, and influential investors together. Beginning in
2009, the showcase features panels and presentations that address important topics in developing biofuels and
biomaterials, advances in biotechnology and progress in animal health. It is an opportunity to learn about the role
of biotechnology in agriculture.



Precision Ag – Innovation series

August 29, 2016 – Des Moines, Iowa

The one day conference is designed to explore the opportunities, challenges, and pain points being experienced
by growers and precision agriculture technology integrators. It is an opportunity to learn about how technology can
impact farm production and farm activities.



Quantified Farm Conference
December 7-9, 2016 – Banff, Alberta
This conference offers presenters from various fields that will investigate how connecting the key performance
metrics on farms can lead to greater insight, improved efficiencies, and better decisions.
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Agribusiness – Precision Agriculture Sector Activities (continued)
Sub-Sector

Activities



The Precision Farming Dealer Summit

January 9-10, 2017 – St. Louis, Missouri

The conference examines how technology, science and mathematics drive innovation in agriculture. Topics
include succession planning, sustainability, emerging markets, and technology. It is a unique opportunity to learn
and share with other industry stakeholders.
NOTE: With respect to Crop Sciences as a target subsector activity, typically, academic leaning conferences/seminars are not
the best for lead generation.

9.1.2 Sector Activities Related to Medium Term Opportunities
Sector Activities in Agrifood Technologies – Packaging (Bio-Packaging)
Sub-Sector

Activities


Agri-food
Technology
Packaging
(BioPackaging)
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Pack Expo International

November 6-9, 2016 – Chicago, Illinois

In 2016, PACK EXPO International will be the world’s largest processing and packaging show, with: 45,000+
attendees from 40+ vertical markets, 7,000+ international buyers from 130+ countries, and more than 2,000
exhibiting companies occupying over 1.1 million+ net square feet.



Interpack

May 4-10, 2017 – Dusseldorf, Germany

Interpack is the essential event for the food, beverage, confectionery, bakery, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, nonfood and industrial goods sectors. No other trade fair in the world represents the entire supply chain. And at no
other trade fair does the packaging industry provide all industry sectors with tailored solutions and innovative
designs based on such a variety of materials.
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Sector Activities in Agrifood Technology – Biofuels/Waste to Energy
Sub-Sector

Activities
The following conferences are examples and guides for the selection of future events in the medium term:

Agri-food
Technology



Biofuels/Waste
to Energy

The Canadian Renewable Fuels Association (CRFA) is Canada’s leading advocate for the economic and
environmental benefits of clean-burning renewable fuels and sustainable products. It represents the full spectrum of
the domestic biofuels industry. It brings together industry leaders in North America’s bioeconomy, policy makers,
elected officials and true innovators across the bioeconomy.



Canadian Bioeconomy Conference: Biofuels to Bioeconomy

November 28 – 30, 2016 – Ottawa, Ontario

International Symposium on Bioplastics, Biocomposites & Biorefining May 31-June 3, 2016 – Guelph, Ontario

The key theme of the ISBBB 2016 will be “Sustainable Bioeconomy to Marketplace”. This conference is the first of
its kind to combine the engaging areas of biobased materials and biorefinery research in one place. The even brings
together world leaders in the fields of bioplastics, biocomposites and biorefining,



International Conference on Bioresource Technology for Bioenergy, Bioproducts & Environmental Sustainability
October 23-26, 2016 – Sitges, Spain

The 1st International Conference on Bioresource Technology for Bioenergy, Bioproducts & Environmental
Sustainability in association with Elsevier’s premier journal “Bioresource Technology”, aims to provide a shared
forum for researchers, academics, industry, and policymakers, to discuss the current state of the art and emerging
trends in biotechnology, bioenergy, and biobased products.
NOTE: Some aspects of this subsector are covered in Agriculture Innovation shows as listed under Precision Agriculture above
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Sector Activities in Agrifood Technologies – Advanced Manufacturing Precision Machinery
Sub-Sector

Activities



National Farm Machinery Show

February 15 -18, 2017 – Louisville, Kentucky

The National Farm Machinery Show has offered the most complete selection of cutting-edge agricultural products,
equipment and services available in the farming industry. Business professionals from around the world gain
hands-on access to technological advancements needed for the upcoming farming season.



3i Show

October 13-15, 2016 – Dodge City, Kansas

Organized and managed by Western Kansas Manufacturers Association, the show provides an opportunity for
exhibitors from all over the world to showcase their agri-business products. It is the largest free exposition of its
kind in the entire state of Kansas and has attained nationwide recognition. More than 500 exhibitors representing
over 1,000 companies participate each year featuring the latest equipment, technology and services.

Agri-food
Technology
Advanced
Manufacturing
Precision
Machinery



International Production and Processing Expo (IPPE)

January 31 – February 2, 2017 – Atlanta, Georgia

International Production & Processing Expo is the world's largest annual poultry, meat and feed industry event. A
wide range of decision-makers attend this annual event to become informed on the latest technological
developments and issues. The 2016 IPPE featured more than 7,280 international visitors from over 141 countries.



World Ag Expo

February 14-16, 2017 – Tulare, California

World Ag Expo is the world's largest annual agricultural exposition. More than 1,500 exhibitors display the latest in
farm equipment, communications and technology on 2.6 million square feet of exhibit space. Free seminars focus
on a variety of topics important to dairy producers, farmers, ranchers and agribusiness professionals.



RAPID + TCT

May 8-11, 2017 – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

RAPID + TCT is an additive manufacturing event that showcases product innovations and offers collaborative
learning opportunities to ultimately accelerate the adoption and advancement of the technology. The two industry
leaders in 3D technology events, SME and Rapid News Publications Ltd., are combining their nearly 30 years of
insights and experience to produce the annual RAPID + TCT event starting in 2017.
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9.1.3 Sector Activities for Long Term Opportunities
Sector Activities in Water Technology and AgriFood Related Logistics
Sub-Sector
Logistics
(Agri-Food
Related)
Further
Examination
Required

Activities



Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals Annual Conference
Kissimmee, Florida

September 25 – 28, 2016 –

This conference will provide several opportunities to learn from industry experts, hear dynamic speakers and
network with the most influential supply chain leaders in the world. Participants will also be able to connect to the
latest supply chain management knowledge, research, and industry developments.



Global Cold Chain Expo

June 13 – 15, 2017 – Chicago, IL

The Global Cold Chain Expo features a cutting edge exposition of the tools, technologies and services needed by
all partners throughout the cold chain, and an educational conference bringing together innovators and experts
with senior management and rising managers from all sectors of the industry. Together, the expo and conference
create the most valuable business-to-business networking event serving the global cold chain.



36th IACSC Conference & Expo

November 10 – 12, 2016 – Fort Lauderdale, Florida

The IACSC Conference & Expo draws over 200 temperature-controlled construction and logistics professionals
from around the world to gain valuable insight for improving their business. The annual IACSC Conference & Expo
is the only event in the world dedicated to cold storage construction, design, and maintenance.



Cool Logistics Global Conference

September 27 – 28, 2016 – Bremen, Germany

This conference connects perishable cargo owners with cold chain logistics and transport professionals from
around the world to assess key market trends and operational best practice for the international movement of
chilled and frozen cargoes by air, land and sea.
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Sector Activities in Water Technology and AgriFood Related Logistics (continued)
Sub-Sector

Activities


Water
Technology

68

WEFTEC (SOMA)

September 24 – 28, 2016 – New Orleans, Louisiana

Recognized as the largest annual water quality exhibition in the world, the expansive show floor provides
unparalleled access to the most cutting-edge technologies in the field; serves as a forum for domestic and
international business opportunities; and promotes invaluable peer-to-peer networking among registrants.
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10 Performance Measurement
From an economic development perspective, performance measurement is a tool to determine how well a job is done using
both qualitative and quantitative information and activities. It is a useful exercise whether the service is delivered by an external
organization or by an internal department of the municipality. An effective economic development office or organization must
perform, measure, and communicate these results appropriately. Generally, performance measurement aims to:






Provide public accountability
Assist with human resources management
Improve performance, and
Identify a return on investment

Currently, there is no single performance measurement standard for economic development. Part of the reason for this is
because economic development roles differ across different communities. Communities have different needs, and economic
developers, play different roles and types of work. However, this does not mean it is not important to measure how an
organization meets its objectives.
Further complicating things is that often economic development success is difficult to attribute directly to the work of economic
development officers or agents. Has employment gone up as a result of work undertaken by the organization, or have other
factors had a greater impact? It is difficult to establish concretely the extent of the causal relationship between an economic
development activity or program and economic development results. To shrink the gap and extend transparency, the best
solution is for the economic development organization to be as honest as possible in attributing the extent of its involvement in
particular outcomes.
Relatedly, performance measurement requires time and effort. People need to understand why they are measuring something
6
and if what they are measuring is the correct thing. These processes require an investment of time and resources, because it
is more difficult to identify a few solid performance measures than to pick a handful of poor ones.
Time and money is also required to monitor and report on performance measures. Once the measures are identified, it is not
enough to simply wait for the results to come in. Sometimes results are obtained by keeping an ongoing log (e.g. responses to
inquiries, or types and numbers of investment leads) or by tracking specific indicators at events or along timeframes (e.g.

6

Rohm, Howard, “A Balancing Act: Developing and using balanced scorecard performance systems”, Perform: Performance Measurement in Action, Vol 2 2
(May 2002): pp. 1-8.
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number of participants at a workshop, number of workshops per year, etc.). Some results may be obtained through municipal
sources or other branches of government, but this is not always the case. Many times the organization tracks its own measures,
so as to be clearer about causality of outcomes.
At the same time, the organization (whether internal or external), needs to ensure it is conducting performance measurement as
efficiently as possible. This pressure, can force organizations to compromise the quality of performance measurement, which
undermines the purpose of performance measurement in the first place.

10.1 The Logic Model

THE LOGIC MODEL OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The “logic model” is a commonly used economic
development performance measurement tool that
creates a graphic illustration highlighting the
connections and relationships between inputs,
activities, outputs, and outcomes of economic
development work (shown to the right).
The logic model is particularly important in
helping to illustrate the connection between what
is invested (i.e. inputs), how that investment is
used (i.e. activities), what products/services
emerge from the investment and what groups it
helps to reach (i.e. outputs), and what the overall
changes in the system are from that investment
(i.e. outcomes).
The logic model identifies short-term,
intermediate, and long-term outcomes to help
track the various stages of change that may
occur due to the input, activities, and outputs.

Source: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, “Measuring Up! Performance Measurement for Economic
Development”, 2013, pg. 15
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10.2 Getting SMART about Performance Measurement
As communities develop strategic plans that turn their visions into community improvements, they identify how to change these
ideas into expectations, such as objectives, goals, and actions. Ensuring the correct measures are used to evaluate progress is
important. Economic developers chose and use performance measures based on a model summarized as, SMART:







Specific – measures need to be as specific as possible so that people know how those efforts are going to be measured.
This requires identifying and defining the indicator that is going to be looked at to monitor performance
Measurable – indicators must be measurable in a realistic way, whether through quantitative or qualitative methods. An
example of a quantitative measure is investment dollars generated, while a qualitative measure may be results of a survey
conducted with local businesses to measure quality of service
Achievable –measures must be realistic and reflect something that can be accomplished. This is used to link measures to
realistic expectations about what the economic development organization can do
Relevant – measures must be relevant to the vision and mission of the organization. This ensures that the right measure is
being used to measure the right thing
Time-based – measures identify targets for when the specific activity has fulfilled its objective. Time-frames are usually
short, medium, or long-term

Applying the SMART approach to identifying indicators will improve the performance measure because it is clear and can be
measured the same way over time. The SMART approach ensures the correct measure is used to measure the correct thing,
and that the measures themselves are believable.
There are additional considerations when creating or implementing a successful performance measurement system which can
7
aid in the process:



Select a handful of measures rather than measuring everything – outcomes should be the main focus of the
performance measurement system and it is important to balance the desire for information about performance with an
organization’s ability to collect and use it. Too many performance measures increase the cost and complexity of measuring
performance, often to the point where the entire process can become paralyzed. It is important to brainstorm a large list of

7

EDAC “Performance Measurement in Economic Development”, September 2011, pg.28-29 and Andrew Young School of Policy Studies at Georgia State
University “Performance Measurement in State Economic Development Agencies”, 2004 from EDAC “Performance Measurement in Economic Development”,
September 2011, pg. 2
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performance measures and to select a critical few for ongoing collection and analysis (between six and 12 per program
area).
Reflect the goals of the organization through the measures selected – metrics should come directly from the goals of
an already established plan. All measures must be clearly defined.
Include a few measures to show activity and outputs – even though the end goal is to focus on measuring outcome,
activity and output are useful measures to track what an economic development office is doing and how busy they are
(which can be helpful when trying to get budget approval for more resources)
Identify a data source for all metrics – some measures are easier to collect through internal sources. Others take more
time and rely on external sources. Some measures may make sense to track on a monthly basis, whereas others will only
be meaningful on a quarterly, semi-annual or even annual basis
Survey your clients – some measures require client feedback and will involve the development of data collection tools
Claim only what your organization played a role in – only report on outcomes in which your organization can honestly
claim credit for. This is difficult when assessing broad outcomes that may have been contributed to by a number of other
organizations
Report outcomes over time – it takes time for economic development projects to take hold, so showing their impacts over
time can help show that expenditures in economic development are good long-term investments in the community. All
measures should be revisited following a period of time (for at least six months) to determine their usefulness and value

Based on the overview of approaches to economic development performance measurement provided above, Perth County
economic development staff should develop a logic model system for tracking and measuring success of investment attraction
related activities.
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11 Competitiveness Charts
FIGURE 6: COST BENCHMARKING FOR WATER AND ELECTRICITY IN ONTARIO COMPETITORS FOR PERTH COUNTY

Municipality
Perth County

Rank

Water & Sewer
Costs (500,000
cub.m. Volume,
6" metre)
NA

Rank

$ 7,825.54

Rank
Med-High

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for a
Large Industrial
User
800/250,000kwh

$ 48,804.59

Rank
Med-High

North Perth

$128,238.56

Med-Low

$640,558.56

Low

$ 7,825.54

Med-High

$ 48,804.59

Med-High

West Perth

$96,545.71

Low

$96,685.59

Low

$ 7,948.30

High

$ 49,620.61

High

Perth South*

$215,407.00

Med-Low

$1,047,407.00

Med-Low

$ 7,825.54

Med-High

$ 48,804.59

Med-High

Perth East Milverton

$322,800.00

Med-High

$1,614,000.00

Med-High

$ 7,825.54

Med-High

$ 48,804.59

Med-High

Perth East Shakespeare

$197,016.00

Med-Low

$985,016.31

Low

$ 7,825.54

Med-High

$ 48,804.59

Med-High

St. Marys

$215,407.00

Med-Low

$1,047,407.00

Med-Low

$ 7,537.83

Med-High

$ 47,000.42

Med-Low

Stratford

$263,600.00

Med-High

$1,315,257.00

Med-Low

$ 7,537.83

Med-High

$ 47,000.42

Med-Low

NA

NA

$ 7,509.59

Med-High

$ 46,798.61

Med-Low

Woodstock

Data unavailable

Data unavailable

$ 7,562.17

Med-High

$ 47,164.36

Med-Low

Tillsonburg

$212,918.00

Med-Low

$1,036,018.00

Med-Low

$ 7,676.82

Med-High

$ 47,899.65

Med-High

Ingersoll

$214,897.00

Med-Low

$1,031,845.00

Med-Low

$ 7,948.30

High

$ 49,620.61

High

Chatham-Kent

$135,044.00

Med-Low

$568,214.00

Low

$ 7,370.54

Low

$ 45,944.35

Low

Oxford County
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Water & Sewer
Costs (100,000
cub.m. Volume,
4" metre)
NA

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for
a Small
Commercial
User
800/40,000
kwh

Lambton County

NA

Lambton Shores

$465,410.00

NA
High

$2,304,434.00
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NA
High

$ 7,739.27

NA
Med-High

$ 48,251.70

Med-High

Municipality
Sarnia
Guelph
Wellington
County
Erin**

Water & Sewer
Costs (100,000
cub.m. Volume,
4" metre)
$69,903.00
$324,745.00

Rank
Low

Water & Sewer
Costs (500,000
cub.m. Volume,
6" metre)
$279,173.00

Rank
Low

Med-High

$1,602,662.00

Med-High

NA

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for
a Small
Commercial
User
800/40,000
kwh

$ 7,739.27

Rank
Med-High

$ 7,386.31

Med-Low

NA

Monthly
Electrical Bill
Per Month for a
Large Industrial
User
800/250,000kwh

$ 48,251.70
$ 46,140.10

NA

Med-High
Low

NA

$ 7,498.35

Med-Low

$ 46,686.07

$ 7,722.04

Med-High

$ 48,177.65

Med-Low
Med-High

Med-High

$ 7,797.11

Med-High

$ 48,672.89

Med-High

$2,255,101.00

High

$ 7,386.31

Med-Low

$ 46,140.10

Low

Med-High

$1,946,552.00

Med-High

$ 7,928.91

High

$ 49,382.19

High

High

$2,241,465.00

Med-High

$ 7,928.91

High

$ 49,382.19

High

$276,493.00

Med-Low

$1,880,839.00

Med-Low

$ 7,407.74

Med-Low

$ 46,174.48

Low

Kitchener

$411,210.00

High

$2,056,050.00

Med-High

$ 7,266.13

Low

$ 45,362.06

Low

Quinte West

$216,446.00

Med-Low

$1,068,550.00

Low

$ 7,626.46

Med-High

$ 47,640.62

Med-Low

Belleville

$138,689.00

Med-Low

$595,349.00

Low

$ 7,626.46

Med-High

$ 47,640.62

Med-Low

$399,055.45

Med-High

$1,995,055.45

NA

Med-High

NA

Minto
Centre
Wellington
Guelph-Eramosa

$432,606.00

High

$2,158,276.00

$451,101.00

High

Mapleton

$392,368.00

Wellington North

$449,465.00

Waterloo

FIGURE 7: COST BENCHMARKING FOR LAND DEVELOPMENT IN KEY ONTARIO COMPETITORS TO PERTH COUNTY.

Municipality
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Rank

Serviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)

Rank

Unserviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)

Rank
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Industrial
Development
Charges
($/sq.ft)

Rank

Standard
Total
Industrial
Tax Rate
Large
Industrial

Rank

Municipality
Perth County

Industrial
Development
Charges
($/sq.ft)
$0.00

Rank
Low

None

$0.00

Low

3.514%

High

None

Mitchell Ward:
$2.06
Rural Ward:
$0.10

Low

1.125%

Low

$0.00

Low

0.989%

Low

None

$0.00

Low

2.824%

None

$0.00

Low

3.077%

$0.00

$10.44

Low
High

3.431%
0.000%

MedHigh

None
N/A
$45,000
(private)

$0.00

Low

2.409%

Low

None

Rank

North Perth

$42,000

MedLow

West Perth

$40,000 $50,000

MedLow

Perth South*
Perth East
St. Marys
Stratford
Oxford County
Woodstock
Tillsonburg
Ingersoll
Chatham-Kent

75

Serviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)
N/A

Standard
Total
Industrial
Tax Rate
Large
Industrial
0.590%

$31,842 and
$36,000

N/A
$146,449.7
$31,917.81 to
$36,206.90
$100,000
N/A
$65,000 to
$100,000
$25,000 to
$70,000
$80,000 to
$100,000
$28,000 to
$85,000

Unserviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)
N/A

High
MedLow
High

MedHigh
MedLow

$60,000.00

Rank

MedLow

MedLow

$5.93

MedHigh

$6.32

MedHigh
MedHigh

3.085%

Rank
Low

MedHigh
MedHigh
High
Low
MedLow
MedHigh

3.562%

High

None

$0.00

Low

3.758%

High

N/A

$0.00

Low

0.000%

Low
MedHigh
High

Lambton County

N/A

Lambton Shores

$30,000

Low

None

$2.21

Low

2.912%

Sarnia

$60,000

Med-

None

$4.70

Med-

3.934%
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Municipality
Guelph
Wellington
County
Erin

$285,000 to
$350,000

Rank

High

Unserviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)

Rank

Industrial
Development
Charges
($/sq.ft)

Rank

Low

$9.22

High

2.428%

MedHigh

N/A

N/A

$1.78

Low

0.000%

Low

None

None

$4.01

2.247%

MedLow

2.885%

MedHigh

MedLow
MedLow

$10,000 to
$15,000

Low

$10,000.00

Low

$3.25

Centre
Wellington

$75,000 to
$90,000

MedHigh

$75,000.00

High

$8.60

High

2.282%

High

2.205%

Mapleton
Wellington North

None

None

$8.03

Data unavailable

Data unavailable

$5.45

$15,000

Low

$45,000 to
$60,000

MedHigh

$4.40

MedHigh
MedLow

1.553%
1.964%

Data unavailable

$12.38

High

2.903%

Low

None

$8.67

High

1.930%

$35,000

MedLow

None

$5.26

MedHigh

2.949%

$40,000 to
$65,000

MedLow

$40,000 to
$60,000
(private)

$0.00

Low

3.318%

Waterloo

Data unavailable

Kitchener

$25,000

Quinte West

Belleville

Rank

None

High

Minto

Guelph-Eramosa

76

Serviced
Industrial Land
Price $/acre
(Range)

Standard
Total
Industrial
Tax Rate
Large
Industrial

MedLow
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MedLow
MedLow
MedLow
MedLow
MedHigh
MedLow
MedHigh
High

FIGURE 8: COMPETITIVENESS OF ANNUAL SALARIES (CANADIAN DOLLARS) FOR SELECT FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR OCCUPATIONS (PART
ONE)

NOC
911

Description
Manufacturing managers

1221

Administrative officers

2112

Chemists

2121

Biologists and related scientists

2134

Chemical engineers

2211

Chemical technologists and technicians

2221

Biological technologists and technicians

3131

Pharmacists

6411

Sales and account representatives wholesale trade (non-technical)

9212

Supervisors, petroleum, gas and chemical
processing and utilities

9213

Supervisors, food, beverage and
associated products processing

9231
9421
9461

77

Petroleum, gas and chemical process
operators
Chemical plant machine operators
Process control and machine operators,
food, beverage and associated products
processing

Perth
County
87,131

Elgin
County
78,954

Oxford
County
92,699

ChathamKent
102,879

Lambton
County
88,049

Wellington
County
90,392

Niagara
County
82,174

Ontario
86,108

Canada
83,373

37,811

37,124

35,184

38,804

45,317

44,594

41,619

45,428

45,404

-

-

51,083

-

82,348

79,517

66,113

62,899

64,001

-

58,078

58,737

31,785

53,981

67,619

48,189

64,362

60,060

-

-

-

-

102,837

69,020

70,593

90,222

98,509

36,191

33,856

45,796

-

84,757

40,799

39,998

47,854

46,165

-

25,484

38,134

39,614

16,171

33,194

28,478

40,647

38,067

129,550

181,110

93,248

102,214

103,404

77,862

81,592

87,585

89,908

52,203

44,727

50,078

49,054

39,578

56,987

51,705

55,864

53,848

-

79,158

73,170

93,610

197,806

81,995

92,736

89,045

88,168

71,946

47,220

62,158

59,696

-

51,314

54,047

57,491

50,341

-

44,402

46,468

63,407

100,425

60,787

53,626

66,457

84,661

-

-

-

-

71,462

36,415

39,631

38,262

41,372

34,647

36,715

38,175

29,187

34,839

38,793

41,321

38,890

37,344

9465

Testers and graders, food, beverage and
associated products processing

-

9,315

33,569

33,877

-

34,502

28,975

38,446

32,866

9613

Labourers in chemical products
processing and utilities

-

-

17,324

41,074

65,284

35,449

30,140

36,199

31,254

9617

Labourers in food, beverage and
associated products processing

31,828

31,087

24,085

24,426

25,661

27,122

24,379

26,811

25,686
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FIGURE 9: COMPETITIVENESS OF ANNUAL SALARIES (CANADIAN DOLLARS) FOR SELECT FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR OCCUPATIONS (PART
TWO).

Sarnia
97,634

London
101,475

Brampton
74,579

Mississauga
90,102

Guelph
84,139

Brantford
86,252

Quinte
West
67,737

Ontario
86,108

Canada
83,373

Administrative officers

47,566

44,553

42,782

46,231

44,960

38,173

43,746

45,428

45,404

2112

Chemists

72,091

59,536

53,328

60,333

76,952

52,891

-

62,899

64,001

2121

Biologists and related scientists

28,116

57,236

52,935

62,085

68,059

-

-

64,362

60,060

NOC
911

Description
Manufacturing managers

1221

2134

Chemical engineers

103,685

76,734

71,896

81,058

66,709

84,124

-

90,222

98,509

2211

Chemical technologists and technicians

85,604

35,093

50,586

47,637

48,282

44,081

51,401

47,854

46,165

2221

Biological technologists and technicians

-

54,341

44,106

42,769

36,016

-

-

40,647

38,067

117,697

93,386

81,400

69,920

89,904

126,382

-

87,585

89,908

43,442

52,038

50,062

52,124

60,767

51,420

54,647

55,864

53,848

3131

Pharmacists

6411

Sales and account representatives wholesale trade (non-technical)

9212

Supervisors, petroleum, gas and
chemical processing and utilities

236,552

82,559

66,105

68,535

86,310

63,402

66,106

89,045

88,168

9213

Supervisors, food, beverage and
associated products processing

-

68,379

58,707

57,598

51,387

46,923

49,183

57,491

50,341

102,116

55,358

42,712

48,284

61,215

70,408

-

66,457

84,661

77,343

34,286

38,200

38,547

41,796

40,889

31,773

38,262

41,372

-

52,108

37,430

41,090

45,107

31,928

36,108

38,890

37,344

-

53,415

31,478

49,662

32,067

46,567

-

38,446

32,866

9231
9421
9461
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Petroleum, gas and chemical process
operators
Chemical plant machine operators
Process control and machine operators,
food, beverage and associated products
processing

9465

Testers and graders, food, beverage and
associated products processing

9613

Labourers in chemical products
processing and utilities

56,361

-

30,243

34,728

49,591

20,543

37,675

36,199

31,254

9617

Labourers in food, beverage and
associated products processing

50,003

29,780

26,505

26,592

24,472

27,881

37,195

26,811

25,686
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12 Incentives Charts
12.1 Canadian Incentives
FIGURE 10: CANDIAN INCENTIVES
Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Canada

Human
Tax

Operational

Resource
Development

Scientific Research

Foreign Buyer Financing,

Mitacs funding

Career Focus

and Experimental

Export Development Canada

programs research

wage subsidy

Development

(EDC financing to international

collaborations with

program,

(SR&ED) Program is

customers, agency takes on the

skilled graduate and

a tax incentive

risk of non-payment.

post-graduate

program that
encourages Canadian
businesses to conduct
research and
development in
Canada. Combined
with various provincial
R&D programs, this
can reduce your aftertax cost of every $100

Export Market Access
(EMA) and CanExport combined

begins at $15,000
Industrial Research

cover up to 50% of eligible

Assistance

expenses, business travel to

Program (IRAP

target markets, participation at
trade fairs and trade missions,
registration fees and booth
expenses.

between $37 and $61.
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Canada Summer
Jobs

students; funding

funding of up to $130,000 to

in R&D spending to

79

R&D

Scientific Research
and Experimental
Development
(SR&ED))

Youth
Employment
Program.

Location

Human

Investment Attraction

Tax

Programs
Ontario
(applies to
Perth County)

The Jobs and Prosperity Fund

Operational

Ontario Exporters

Ontario Centres of

Canada-Ontario

and Development

Fund provides SMEs with up to

Excellence (OCE)

Job

Tax Credit, Ontario

$80,000 (up to 50% of salary)

Collaboration

Grant funding to

Projects with at least $10 million

Innovation Tax

non-repayable grant to hire a

Voucher Program

individuals

in eligible project costs. in

Credit,

dedicated Export Manager.

New Economy Stream

sciences, and information and
communications technologies.

Ontario Business
Research Institute
Tax Credit

Exporters (CME) SMART
Advanced Technologies for
Global Growth provides

training costs, up

Commercialization.

to a maximum of

cover advanced technology
assessments or advanced
technology adoption projects
that focus on improving
productivity

Development Fund

improvement.
thirds of eligible

cover up to 33% of costs to

Southwestern Ontario

need of skill

Exemption for

up to $75,000 in grant funding to

Western

employers in

Ontario Tax

southern Ontario manufacturers

South

identified by

Covers up to two-

Canadian Manufacturers &

Business Stream
Up to 15 per cent of eligible
project costs
Contribute at least 50 per cent of
eligible project costs from their

80

Resource
Development

Ontario Research

advanced manufacturing, life

Ontario

R&D
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$10,000 per
individual.

Location

Human

Investment Attraction

Tax

Programs

Operational

R&D

Resource
Development

own business resources or
through private financing.
Combining SWODF assistance
with funding from other
provincial programs/agencies
will not be permitted.
Agribusiness

Growing Forward 2 for

specific

Processors
The Jobs and Prosperity Fund
Food & Beverage Growth
Fund
Available for food, beverage and
bioproduct processing projects
with more than $5 million in
eligible costs

FIGURE 11: PERTH COUNTY REGIONAL INCENTIVES
Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Perth County

Perth CFDC –

Development
No development charges

CFDCs offer a wide variety
of programs and services
supporting community
economic development and
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Tax

R&D

Operational – training

Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Development

small business growth.
Strategic community
planning and socioeconomic development;
Support for communitybased projects;
Business information and
planning services; and
Access to capital for SMEs
and social enterprises.
North Perth

Community Improvement
Program
Development Charge and
Planning/Building Fee Rebate
Program
Commercial Landscape
Improvement Grant Program
Commercial Building and
Façade Improvement Grant
Program
Downtown
Rehabilitation/Redevelopment
Tax Increment Equivalent
Grant Program
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Tax

R&D

Operational – training

Location

Investment Attraction

Development

Programs

Tax

R&D

Operational – training

No development charges
West Perth

Creation of an updated
Community Improvement
Plan recommended in
Strategic Plan

Perth South

No development charges

Perth East

No development charges

12.2 USA Incentives
FIGURE 12: US INCENTIVES IOWA
Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Iowa

Tax

Operational – training,

Enterprise Zones (ETZ)

The High Quality Jobs

The Iowa New Jobs Tax

Research Activities

Enterprise Zones

program: tax benefits

Credit is available to a

Credit One of a few states

Program Incentives for

and direct financial

company that has entered

in U S to offer this

business expansion

assistance to off-set some

into a New Jobs Training

incentive; covers wages,

targeting economically

of the costs incurred to

Agreement (260E) and

contract research,

distressed areas

locate, expand or

expands their Iowa

supplies

modernize

employment base by ten

Potential tax incentives:

percent or more

May include business
process improvements in

property, investment tax

manufacturing industries,

credit, sales tax refunds,

including agri-food

increase in R&D tax
incentives

83

R&D

energy
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Recipients include John
Deere

Payable subject to
eligibility requirements
Local property tax
exemption of up to 100%
of value added to property
not exceeding 10 years
Additional funding for

Awards to qualifying

May be paid directly in

businesses are based on

cash to the company once

investment value and

its

number of jobs created

training new employees
A refund of state sales,
service, or use taxes paid

tax liabilities have been

to contractors or

met

subcontractors during
construction.
Investment tax credit up to
maximum of 10% of
qualifying investment,
amortized over 5 years.
Refundable research
activities credit may be
increased

FIGURE 13: US INCENTIVES, BUFFALO NIAGARA, CHICAGO, AND MICHIGAN
Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Western
New York
–
BuffaloNiagara

Excelsior Jobs Program
Job creation and
investment
Incentives: Jobs Tax
Credit
A credit of between
$2,500 and $5,000 per
new job

84

Tax

Operational – training,
energy

R&D

Enterprise Zones (ETZ)

Local industrial

Energy: Recharging

The Qualified Emerging

Genesee Valley Agri-

development

New York: Low-cost

Technology Company

Business Park: Empire

hydropower has been

Incentive (QETC)

Zone Certified: 10

allows early stage

Year abatement of

companies in New York

Property

agency (ida) tax
abatements

reserved by New York
State law for companies

property,: 10 or 15-year

planning to build or

period on the improved

expand in the Buffalo

value sales: savings of

Niagara region. The

approx 8% to 8.75% on

program offers renewable

construction materials,

hydroelectric power at an
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State with large research
and development budgets
a $250,000 cash refund
for four years to help
offset losses from

Tax and potential for no
New York State income tax

Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Tax

• Investment Tax Credit:

finishing improvements

Valued at 2% of qualified

and equipment purchases.

investments

Operational – training,

R&D

energy
extremely affordable cost
for up to seven years.

operations in addition to
other refundable credits
for job creation and

Mortgage recording tax:

training programs.

• R&D Tax Credit: A ten

one percent (1% of the

percent credit for new

principal amount of the

Training: workforce

Center for Advanced

investments based on

bond/ mortgage).

training:

Technology (CAT)

Federal Research and

• training cost assistance

Development credit
• pre-employment training
• Real Property Tax Credit

Enterprise Zones (ETZ)

assistance

Grants
Potential Benefit
Funding of up to $150,000

Available to firms locating

to support development of

in certain distressed areas

new biomedical and

and to firms in targeted

bioengineering

industries that meet higher

technologies and/or

employment and

devices (this is a

investment thresholds

maximum; a typical CAT
grant is $50,000).

Capital Grant: State
provides cash grants to
projects resulting in net
job creation. Grants range
based on location and
quality of employment.
Chicago
/Illinois

Large Business

Economic Development

Employer Training

Small Business

Enterprise Zone

Development Program

For a Growing Economy

Investment Program

Development Loan Fund

Program: Business

(LBDP): Grants are

(EDGE): Provides non-

(ETIP): The state can

available for major

refundable tax credit

provide grants, which can

expansion or relocation

against corporate income

reimburse new or

projects that create and/or

taxes over a period of up

expanding companies for

Provides funding of microloans under $50,000 for
qualifying businesses.
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dedicated Enterprise
Zones may qualify for
certain incentives including

Small Business

85

locating in one of Illinois’

Location

Investment Attraction
Programs

Tax

Operational – training,

Enterprise Zones (ETZ)

retain a large number of

to 10 years, equal to a

up to 50% of the cost of

Improvement Fund

sales tax exemption, an

jobs. The funds may be

percentage of the new

training their employees.

(SBIF)

investment tax credit of

used for bondable

personal tax withholdings

business activities,

generated by the new jobs.

including financing the

To qualify, the company

purchase of land or

must make an investment

buildings, building

of at least $5 million in

construction or renovation,

capital improvements and

and certain types of

create a minimum of 25

machinery and equipment.

new full-time jobs.

The SBIF program helps
commercial and industrial
properties owners repair
or remodel their facilities
Program participants
receive matching grants to
cover half the cost of
remodeling work. Grants

Property tax exemptions:

do not have to be repaid.

All personal property of

Maximum grant is

businesses; inventories,

$150,000 for industrial

machinery, and intangibles

properties and $100,000

are exempt.

for commercial properties.

High Impact Business

Small Business Loan

(HIB): The state has the

Program

authority to provide an
array of tax credits and tax
exemptions to stimulate
large-scale economic
development projects. The
company must make an
investment of at least $12
million in capital
improvements and create
a minimum of 500 full-time
jobs or an investment of
$30 million causing the
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R&D

energy
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Small business loans up
to $250,000 are available.
The program targets a
variety of small and highgrowth companies that
can utilize loan proceeds
for equipment purchases,
working capital, inventory,
leasehold improvements,
expansion, contract
purchase-order financing,

.5% of qualified property, a
state utility tax exemption
on gas, electricity and
telecommunication, a Jobs
Tax Credit for each job
created in the zone as well
as other incentives.

Location

Investment Attraction

Tax

Programs

Operational – training,
energy

retention of 1,500 full-time

R&D

Enterprise Zones (ETZ)

and other uses.

jobs.

Michigan

Agribusiness Finance

Border County Tax

New Jobs Training

Michigan R&D tax credit,

Agricultural Processing

Programs, administered

Incentives, allows for tax

Program, can provide

the program works along

Menaissance Zones are

by Michigan Economic

breaks for logistics,

flexible funding to meet a

the same qualifying

located throughout the

Development Corporation

distribution, and

variety of training and

criteria as the Federal

state, and are being

warehousing facilities to

employee development

Government, which is

marketed specifically for

locate in counties that

needs for newly

1.9% of business cost or

agrifood processing in

border other states or

developed positions.

more has been allocated

efforts to revitalize these

to R&D. Both credits can

zones.

Canada
Brownfield Tax Credits,
provide tax credits to
businesses that redevelop
brownfield sites.

be applied for
simultaneously,
essentially doubling the
claim value.

Business Improvement
Zones are also located
across the state, are
designed to reinvigorate
depressed shopping and
commercial districts via
incentives for improved
marketing, infrastructure
and operational aspects of
businesses.
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13 Emerging and Existing Labour Force
This section provides an indication as to the nature of the skilled existing and emerging workforce through education
programming and the number of recent and enrolled graduates in agriculture, food processing, and biology and chemistry
programs at universities and community colleges in proximity to Perth County. Programs related to manufacturing, environment
are included as part of sector convergence aspects, as are relevant business programs, which speak to the management
capacity in the region.
These institutions have significant reputations in fields related to Perth County’s target sectors:








The Ontario College of Agriculture at the University of Guelph is Canada's largest and most renowned agricultural college
with global recognition for its education, research and service in agriculture, food, environmental sciences and rural
community development
The Ontario Veterinary College (OVC) is a world leader in veterinary health care, learning and research. It is ranked first in
Canada, and is fourth among global veterinary schools
The University of Waterloo is consistently ranked Canada’s most innovative university with the world's largest postsecondary co-operative education program, and is among the world’s top 50 engineering schools (Academic Ranking of
World Universities)
Western is a leader in business education with the state-of-the-art Richard Ivey School of Business and a campus in Hong
Kong
Conestoga College is home to The Craig Richardson Institute of Food Processing Technology, which has recently received
$540,000 award for automation in food processing and packaging and food safety in processing and packaging technology
Fanshawe College is one of the largest in Ontario and has an important role in re-skilling and upgrading opportunities for
mature learners

The number of graduate students is broken out since this data sheds some light on the skill level and depth of knowledge in a
region.
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13.1 Education Programming
Programs for Agribusiness
FIGURE : AGRIBUSINESS PROGRAMS AT UNIVERSITIES

University of Guelph
Area of Study

Western University

University of Waterloo

Brescia University
College

Wilfrid Laurier
University

Total all Universities

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Agriculture

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

1

Total
7

Agribusiness

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

4

Veterinary

4

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

4

10

Food

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

Food Technology

7

5

3

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

12

7

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Biology/Chemistry

12

13

21

19

16

22

0

0

9

5

58

59

117

TOTAL

31

25

26

20

16

22

3

1

9

5

85

73

158

Culinary

FIGURE : AGRIBUSINESS PROGRAMS AT COLLEGES

Area of Study
Agriculture
Agribusiness
Agriculture - animal
related
Food
Food Technology
Culinary
Biology/Chemistry
TOTAL

Conestoga
College

Fanshawe
College
0
0

1
1

Total Colleges
1
1

0
1
6
10
3
20

0
0
2
18
2
24

0
1
8
28
5
44

Area of Study
Agriculture
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Total Colleges

Total All
Institutions

7

1

8

Agribusiness
Animal related

4
10

1
0

5
10

Food
Food Technology

1
19

1
8

2
27

Culinary
Biology/Chemistry
TOTAL

0
117
158

28
5
44

28
122
202

Source: Common University Data Extracted from University Offices of Institutional Research and Analysis
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Total









Just over 200 programs related to agribusiness are available at post-secondary institutions in close proximity to Perth
County.
Of these over half are accounted for by programs in biology and/or chemistry from The University of Guelph, Western
University, and The University of Waterloo in particular, providing a strong foundation for a potential workforce with
expertise in agricultural and food sciences
The University of Guelph has the most comprehensive programming with offerings across nearly all aspects related to
agribusiness
The University of Guelph has the greatest depth in agriculture programs: agribusiness with four combined agriculture and
business programs, agriculture, plant and crop science, veterinary science, and animal sciences with a poultry science
option. A handful of programs are provided by other institutions including an agribusiness at Fanshawe College
A comprehensive range of food processing programs are provided by Conestoga College, Fanshawe College, the
University of Guelph, and Brescia University. These cover:
o Food science programs at all academic levels – certificate to Doctorate - at The University of Guelph
o Nutritional, dietary, and health sciences programs at The University of Guelph, Fanshawe College, and
Western University
o Operational aspects such as quality assurance, hygiene, safety, production management at Conestoga College
at The Craig Richardson Institute of Food Processing Technology, and the University of Guelph and Brescia
University College
There are 28 culinary programs available at Fanshawe College and Conestoga College

Key Program Examples







BSc (Agr) in Honours Agriculture University of Guelph, Ontario
MBA in Business Administration, Bachelor of Commerce University of Guelph, Ontario includes Agribusiness/agricultural
business operations
MSc Food Safety and Quality Assurance, University of Guelph, Ontario
BSc in Foods and Nutrition (Major/Specialization/Honours Specialization), Brescia University College, Ontario
Certificates
Conestoga: Food Processing Operations, Food Processing Supervisor, Sustainable food - Sustainable
Local Food

Perth County could arguably, have access to the best range of agribusiness related educational programming in
Ontario, if not in Canada.
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Agribusiness programming is supported by important disciplines such as management, engineering and trades, and the
environment
Engineering and Trades Programming
FIGURE MANUFACTURING PROGRAMS AT UNIVERSITIES

Area of Study

University of
Guelph

University of
Waterloo

Western University

Brescia University
College

Wilfrid Laurier
University

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Trades

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Operations

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Engineering
Advanced
Manufacturing

1

2

7

6

4

8

0

0

0

0

12

16

56

0

0

3

1

4

9

0

0

0

0

7

10

34

1

2

10

7

8

17

0

0

0

0

19

26

90

FIGURE MANUFACTURING PROGRAMS AT COLLEGES

Area of Study

Conestoga
College

Fanshawe
College

Total Colleges

Trades

30

11

41

Operations

4

15

19

Engineering

13

24

37

Advanced Manufacturing

7

0

7

Total

54

50

104

Important to manufacturing support in agriculture machinery, food processing operations
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Total all Institutions

Nearly 150 engineering and trades programs provided by post-secondary institutions, including 26 graduate programs
(excludes civil engineering)
Advanced manufacturing technology programming includes nanotechnology and nanoscience, materials science, quantum
computing, mechatronics engineering design at The University of Waterloo and Western University (34)
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Total
0








Conestoga College also provides programming in automation and robotics
Joint engineering, entrepreneurship, leadership and innovation programs at Western University
71 engineering programs including 16 at graduate level
The colleges provide important programming in operations and trades
Trades programs include welding, HVAC, tool & die, mechanics, and electrics (41)
Operational programs include supply chain management, logistics, and operations management (19)

Key Program Examples












Mechanical Engineering Technology - Automated Manufacturing (Co-op) CONESTOGA
Advanced Diplomas:
Mechanical Engineering Technology - Design and Analysis (Co-op) CONESTOGA
Mechanical Engineering Technology - Robotics and Automation (Co-op) CONESTOGA
Mechanical Engineering Technology- Automated Manufacturing CONESTOGA
Manufacturing Engineering Technology - Welding and Robotics (Optional Co-op) CONESTOGA
BASc in Nanotechnology Engineering, University of Waterloo, Ontario
MASc in Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering - Nanotechnology, University of Waterloo, Ontario
BESc in Green Process Engineering, Western University, Ontario
MESc in Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Western University, Ontario

Business Management Programming
FIGURE 14 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AT UNIVERSITIES

University of Guelph
Area of Study
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Western University

University of Waterloo

Brescia University
College

Wilfrid Laurier
University

Total all Institutions

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Business Support

6

2

14

6

5

7

1

0

8

5

34

20

100

Entrepreneurship
Project
Management

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Total

Area of Study
International
Business
Management

University of Guelph

Western University

University of Waterloo

Brescia University
College

Wilfrid Laurier
University

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2

14

6

6

8

1

0

8

5

35

21

104

Total all Institutions

FIGURE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AT COLLEGES
Area of Study

Conestoga

Fanshawe

Total Colleges

College

College

Business Support

83

100

183

Entrepreneurship

7

3

10

Project Management

3

5

8

International Business Management

3

3

6

TOTAL

96

111

207

Source: Ontariocolleges.ca






There are 311 business support programs with a comprehensive range of management disciplines provided by the Region’s
post-secondary institutions with the colleges providing 207 of these
20 of these programs are provided by Western University’s Richard Ivey School of Business
The colleges offer important specialist programs in areas such as entrepreneurship, project management, and international
business management
The University of Waterloo offers graduate programs in entrepreneurship

Perth County’s agribusiness sector can draw on the resources of a comprehensive selection of management programs which
address key business success factors around globalization, new business formation, and making things happen.
Key Program Examples
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Small Business Ventures, Conestoga
Business - Entrepreneurship and Management, Fanshawe
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Undergrad

Graduate

Total







Global Business Management, Conestoga
Business Administration - Supply Chain and Operations Management, Conestoga
Operations Management, Fanshawe
Business – Purchasing, Conestoga
Master of Business, Entrepreneurship and Technology (MBET), University of Waterloo, Ontario

Environmental Programming

University of Guelph
Area of Study

Western University

University of Waterloo

Brescia University
College

Wilfrid Laurier
University

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Undergrad

Graduate

Environment

6

2

8

4

15

11

0

0

2

3

31

20

102

Water

1

0

0

0

0

16

0

0

1

0

2

16

36

Energy

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

GIS

2

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

10

Ecosystem

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

4

10

2

9

4

17

28

0

0

4

3

40

37

154

TOTAL

FIGURE 15 ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS AT COLLEGES

Area of Study

Conestoga
College

Fanshawe
College

Total Colleges

Environment
Water
Energy
GIS
Ecosystem
TOTAL

3
0
2
0
0
5

1
1
1
3
0
6

4
1
3
3
0
11
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Total all Institutions

165 environmental programs are available from the region’s universities and colleges, the majority of which are general
environment
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Total





Waterloo region’s position as a water technology cluster is reflected in 16 of the 18 water programs are delivered by the
University of Waterloo with a range of combined degrees
GIS programs (13) (an important application for precision agriculture), are available at most of the institutions (except
Conestoga, Brescia)
Traditional generation and renewable energy programs are also available

Key Program Examples






BSc in Geographic Information Science (Honors Specialization)Western University, Ontario
BSc in Geography and Geomatics (Hons/4-year BA) Wilfrid Laurier University, Ontario
BSc in Applied Water Science (Hons/4-year) Wilfrid Laurier University, Ontario
Master of Environmental Studies (MES) in Sustainability Management - Water
University of Waterloo, Ontario

13.2Emerging Labour Force
The Common University Data (CUDO) collects enrollment and graduation data for students starting Fall of 2014 in disciplines
that are relevant to agribusiness; agricultural and Biological Science, Food Science & Nutrition, and Veterinary Medicine, and
pharmacy programs.
Other arts and science’ programs are also considered as they include chemistry programs but have been separated since their
numbers are inflated by the other program areas.
Data is also collected on manufacturing and business programming enrolment and environmental programs are included in the
engineering program data.
College enrollment data is not available through their annual publication published Key Performance Indicators (KPI).
Agribusiness Related Programs
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Over 10,000 students enrolled in agribusiness related programs (10,279), with 1,480 graduate students (over 14%)
7,649 students were enrolled in agricultural and biological science programs
Just over half of these were enrolled at The University of Guelph, with the University of Waterloo and Western University
making up most of the remaining student
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Nearly 12% of all students were enrolled in graduate degree programs with The University of Guelph comprising 56% of the
total graduate degree enrolments in Agricultural and Biological Science Programs
Ontario Veterinary College (OVC) and Ontario Agricultural College at The University of Guelph are dominant providers of
highly skilled labour to agricultural businesses
473 students are enrolled in Veterinary science programs of whom 194 are enrolled in graduate level programs at Ontario
Veterinary College (OVC)
A further 1,800 students were enrolled in Food Science & Nutrition programs, with nearly 60% at The University of Guelph,
with Brescia University College providing most of the remaining students; 20% of whom are in graduate level programs
Colleges will also be significant contributor to food programs enrolment

This potential pool of skilled labour is supplemented by:






A further 9,709 enrolled in arts & sciences programs
Over 14,500 students enrolled in business programs, including 1,335 graduate students
Over 2.500 students enrolled in relevant engineering programs (excluding civil)
An emerging workforce of over 35,000 highly skilled individuals, including over 5,000 highly skilled graduate students

FIGURE : NUMBER OF STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AT REGIONAL UNIVERSITIES, 2014
Total Number of degree
seeking students (headcount)
enrolled (except where stated)
for Fall 2014, including
domestic and international
students.

University of
Waterloo

Brescia
University
College

Western
University

Wilfrid Laurier
University

University of
Guelph

Total all
Universities

AGRI-FOOD
Agriculture & Biological Science

1,712

1,366

0

695

3,876

7,649

0

80

655

0

1,065

1,800

357

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

473

473

Total Agri-food related

2,069

1,446

655

695

5,414

10,279

Other Arts & Science

2,941

2,854

239

2,644

1,029

9,707

2,970

4,097

77

4,321

3,094

14,559

Food Science & Nutrition
Pharmacy
Veterinary Medicine

357

BUSINESS
Business & Commerce
Manufacturing

96
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Engineering
Total

6,818

1,633

0

0

1,807

10,258

11,857

7,176

732

5,016

10,315

35,096

Source: Common University Data Extracted from University Offices of Institutional Research and Analysis

FIGURE : NUMBER OF GRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AT REGIONAL UNIVERSITIES, 2014
Number of graduate degree
seeking students (headcount)
enrolled for Fall 2014,
including domestic and
international students.

University of
Waterloo

Brescia
University
College

Western
University

Wilfrid Laurier
University

University of
Guelph

Total all
Universities

AGRI-FOOD
Agriculture & Biological Science
Food Science & Nutrition
Pharmacy
Veterinary Medicine

96

267

0

29

503

895

0

0

28

0

332

360

31

0

0

0

0

31

0

0

0

0

194

194

Total Agri-food related

127

267

28

29

7649

1480

Other Arts & Science

184

0

0

0

0

184

185

421

0

526

223

1355

BUSINESS
Business & Commerce
Manufacturing
Engineering

1553

763

0

0

203

2519

Total

1865

1451

28

555

8075

5354

Source: Common University Data Extracted from University Offices of Institutional Research and Analysis
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13.3 Skilled Labour Force








A total of 1,559 agricultural and biological science graduated from the Region’s university programs during the 2014
academic year, with nearly 300 highly skilled masters and doctorate graduates
The University of Guelph had the largest share of graduates (48.5%), followed by Western University (25%)
Nearly 400 graduated from food science and nutrition programs, largely accounted for by Brescia University College and
The University of Guelph, which almost exclusively provides masters and doctorate graduates in this field (152 in total)
2,189 graduated from agri-food related programs when taking into consideration pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine
students
Nearly 3,000 graduated from the region’s business programs, including nearly 1,000 highly skilled masters and doctorate
graduates
A further 1,623 students graduated from relevant engineering programs, with 892 at graduate level (excluding civil)
Graduate output in relevant university programs is nearly 9,000 (8,924), with 2,412 highly skilled masters and doctorate
graduates

FIGURE : NUMBER OF DEGREES CONFERRED AT REGIONAL UNIVERSITIES, 2014

Degrees conferred by program
calendar year 2014

University of
Waterloo

Brescia
University
College

Western
University

Wilfrid Laurier
University

University of
Guelph

Total all
Universities

AGRI-FOOD
Agriculture & Biological Science

292

385

0

126

756

1,559

0

8

143

0

247

398

110

0

0

0

0

110

0

0

0

0

122

122

Total Agri-food related

402

393

143

126

1,125

2,189

Other Arts & Science

445

64

7

362

258

1136

445

1171

12

731

564

2,923

1,103

297

0

0

223

1,623

983

3,037

8,924

Food Science & Nutrition
Pharmacy
Veterinary Medicine

BUSINESS
Business & Commerce
MANUFACTURING
Engineering

Total
2,352
2,254
298
Source: Common University Data Extracted from University Offices of Institutional Research and Analysis
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FIGURE : NUMBER OF GRADUATE DEGREES CONFERRED AT REGIONAL UNIVERSITIES, 2014

Number of Graduate degrees
conferred in the calendar year
2014

University of
Waterloo

Brescia
University
College

Western
University

Wilfrid Laurier
University

University of
Guelph

Total all
Universities

AGRI-FOOD
Agriculture & Biological Science

34

72

0

18

175

299

0

0

16

0

136

152

11

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

0

72

72

Total Agri-food related

45

72

16

18

383

534

Other Arts & Science

25

0

0

0

0

25

290

335

0

249

112

986

574

268

0

0

50

892

267

545

2,412

Food Science & Nutrition
Pharmacy
Veterinary Medicine

BUSINESS
Business & Commerce
Manufacturing
Engineering

Total
909
675
16
Source: Common University Data Extracted from University Offices of Institutional Research and Analysis
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The Region’s two community colleges produced a total of 396 graduates in agri-food related subjects, with 187 from culinary
programs, 34 from key food technology programs, and 25 agricultural program graduates
A further 146 graduated from biology and chemistry related programs
Half of the 913 graduates from programs applicable to manufacturing were in trades professions
Highly skilled graduates in engineering (210) and advanced manufacturing applications (184) made up most of the
remainder, with 60 graduates in operations disciplines
126 graduates in environmental subjects with 42 in Geographical Information Systems
Over 1,500 business graduates
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FIGURE : NUMBER OF GRADUATES – PROGRAMS AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES 2014
Area of Study
Agri-Food

Conestoga
College

Agriculture

Fanshawe
College

Total

25

25

Agribusiness
Agriculture - animal related
Food Processing

4

Food Technology

10

24

34

Culinary

45

142

187

Biology/Chemistry
Total
Manufacturing
Trades

4

49

97

146

108
Conestoga
College

288
Fanshawe
College

396
Total
459

209

250

Operations

34

26

60

Engineering

47

163

210

122

62

184

412
Conestoga
College

501
Fanshawe
College

913
Total

28

21

49

Advanced Manufacturing
Total
Environmental
Environment
Water
Energy

35

GIS

35
42

42

63
Conestoga
College

63
Fanshawe
College

126
Total

506

962

1468

20

20

16

16

5

27

Ecosystem
Total
Business
Business Support
Entrepreneurship
Project Management
International Business Management

100

22
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Total

528

1003

1531

Source: Ontariocolleges.ca
Source: College Key Performance Indicator data *Number of graduates not recorded for programs with fewer than five graduates

Talent Pool from Post-Secondary Education Institutions
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2,585 graduates in agri-food disciplines
2,536 graduates in subject areas related to manufacturing
4,454 business graduates
18,500 graduates in total with 2,412 at masters and doctorate level
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